
MINUTES 

MONTANA SENATE 
51st LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION 

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION 

Call to Order: By Senator H. W. Hammond, Chairman, on 
February 11, 1989, at 11:30 am in Room 402 at the State 
Capitol 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present: Senators; H. W. Hammond, Dennis Nathe, 
Chet Blaylock, Bob Brown, William Farrell, Pat Regan, 

John Anderson Jr., and Joe Mazurek 

Members Excused: None 

Members Absent: Senator R. J. "Dick" Pinsoneault 

Staff Present: Dave Cogley, Staff Researcher and 
Julie Harmala, Committee Secretary 

Announcements/Discussion: 

Senator Hammond brought the special meeting to 
order to hear further discussion on SB 203. 

He also announced that Monday the committee will 
meet at 12:30 pm. 

DISPOSITION OF SB 203 

Discussion: 

Senator Hammond announced that all of the 
amendments except the one on how to cap the high 
spending districts and low spending districts had 
been adopted. 

Senator Regan said that the amendment that she 
wanted dealt with the reserves and how much 
reserve was necessary, given different scenarios 
and different types of schools. 

Dave Cogley stated that Dori worked up figures for 
five districts that she had figures for, she was 
not able to get figures on a lot of other 
districts because of the time element. She has 
copies and it shows dollar values and what the cap 
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would be at 20% or 15% or 10% for five different 
districts. We do not have the information 
available to make the model that was suggested and 
to show what the effect would be on different size 
districts and different distributions of state 
equalization aid. The information was just not 
available. 

Senator Hammond asked the committee if all were in 
agreement of the idea. 

Senator Regan said that she thought if a scenario 
was put together, the committee could see if it 
would prove to be a rational way to approach it. 
Until these models are run, we will not know the 
conclusions. 

Dori Neilson of OPI told the committee that she 
had not had the opportunity to get to the 
information that was needed. But several things 
must be dug out before a model can be put 
together. By Monday the information needed should 
be available. Until we see what it looks like we 
will not know what is being created. 

Dave Cogley stated that there was another 
amendment that deals with the figures and that is 
the adjustment in the foundation program schedule 
amounts using the 1988 actual costs. He explained 
they did not have these figures yet so this 
adjustment will have to be made. This is just a 
matter of running numbers. If the committee 
agrees to the concept of using 1988 actual costs 
then this will be sufficient for a motion. 

Senator Nathe moved this motion that we accept 
1988 actual costs. 

Senator Farrell ask Mr. Groepper if he had these 
costs. 

Mr. Groepper replied that OPI has the 1988 actual 
expenditures, the difficulty from yesterday to 
today is that we have been operating in gross 
numbers and for purposes of this bill there needs 
to be a separation for elementary and secondary 
districts. This must be broken out yet. The 
actual expenditures are known by all the fund 
categories for 1988, but this extra step must be 
taken for an elementary and secondary break down. 
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Dori Neilson mentioned that she would also like to 
touch base with a couple of administrators that 
generated these numbers and show them how she 
generated a new set to make sure that the concept 
they used in generagin the first set is not being 
violated. 

Senator Hammond would like to have this motion 
moved. 

Senator Blaylock said he was willing to come in on 
Tuesday if necessary because he said this is going 
to be the most important legislation that the 
committee is going to be working on. He said that 
he wanted to do it right and if more time is 
needed by the "number crunchers," this is fine. 
We should not just shove this out, not really 
having completed our work on it. 

Several of the committee members agreed to come in 
when necessary to take care of SB 203. 

Senator Regan began with issue #5 (See Exhibit 
#1). She said that this was the issue that dealt 
WIth the distribution formula and this bothered 
her because she wondered if there was a "special 
hook" in it or something that she was not 
understanding. Dori provided her with information 
that she thought Dori should share with the 
committee. 

Dori explained that the distribution schedules for 
the foundation program by ANB and the figures that 
were in the bill, and there is no favor to any 
size district, and the schedule was increased 
proportionately for every schedule category. 
There is "no weight" for someone that needs more 
money than someone else. 

Senator Regan stated that in view of this, she 
wanted to move that the committee accepts the 
distribution formula in SB 203 which is presented 
in Issue #5 (See Exhibit #1) by the 
Superintendents that spoke to the committee. She 
said she does so because she has been assured that 
it is a fair formula and it is in place and has a 
rational basis and it seems to work. It also 
raises the amount of money that goes into each 
school district per ANB and this is one of our 
aims which is to close this gap so we bring the 
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districts up to the necessary level of state 
support. 

Senator Hammond explained that this would not 
close the gap between the size schools. 

Senator Regan said that she realized this, but it 
does treat them all alike. 

The motion was carried unanimously. 

Senator Brown ask if Senator Regan's motion 
carried with it the Nathe motion as it applies in 
number 8. 

Senator Regan stated that her motion included the 
restriction on voted levies and the expenditures 
being capped at 117% of the foundation program. 

Dave explained that there was duplicating 
information in #5 and #8 (See Exhibit #1) because 
of the way the chart was put together. The 117% 
cap is a cap on the voted levy and this probably 
should not have been mentioned in number 5 because 
#5 deals with the adjustment of the schedules 
themselves. 

Senator Brown asked Dave, "Having adopted #5, 
where does this leave us with #8?" 

Dave explained that 18 deals with capping the 
amount of a voted levy. If the committee wants to 
leave this at 17% of the foundation program 
nothing needs to be done because it is already in 
the bill. If the committee does not like the way 
the cap was designed then something does need to 
be done with it. The way the bill is now, there 
is a 17% cap on the voted levy and the 17% is 
based on the foundation program. 

Senator Hammond asked if this addresses the 
schedule. 

Dave replied that it does not address the 
schedule. 

Senator Farrell asked Dave if the committee adopts 
what is in SB 203 how does this equalize within 
five years and that is all the different 
categories of the schools, the one'that are over 
85% and the ones that are under 85%. 
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Dave explained that this does not do anything to 
equalize within the five year period and the only 
equalization that it would affect after these five 
years is that all districts would have to be 
within 117% of the mandated foundation program 
amount. This does not address Senator Farrell's 
4th amendment. 

Senator Farrell ask, "Can't in the five year 
period we start addressing the equalization 
problem with amendment #4?" 

Senator Regan stated that she thought her motion for #5 
was to accept the schedule and she did not say anything 
about the cap. It was voted that the cap would be at 
117%. All she was talking about is the formula that is 
presented in the bill dealing with the distribution 
formula for moneys going out to the districts. This is 
what her amendment was intended to do. 

Senator Mazurek asked, "Was there discussion about 
#5 because I am curious why you went with 1988 
expenditures as opposed to 1989's." 

Senator Hammond replied that this was because they 
have the exact numbers for 1988. 

Senator Brown stated that #5 does not really 
address Senator Regan's motion. It is more 
related to #8. 

Senator Farrell stated that he is proposing with 
his amendment #4 (See Exhibit #1) to start 
equalization. Those are schools that have actual 
spending that is above 85% of the average spending 
of similar sized schools and there are schools 
that are below the 85% level. His cap of the 
general fund expenditures for those schools with 
less than 85% of the average expenditures would 
allow those districts to increase general fund 
expenditures in the ensuing year by a factor of 
8%. If the district general fund is greater than 
85% but less than 117% of the average expenditures 
the district may increase expenditures by 4%. So 
the lower ones are being allowed to come up with 
the 8% and the average ones are able to increase 
by 4% and the ones that are above the 117% of 
average will have their payment frozen until every 
district starts equaling out. 
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Senator Brown stated that with the amendment 
Senator Farrell is trying to narrow the disparity 
but if the districts are spending more than 117% 
you are taking money from them in order to narrow 
the gap. Do you want to just keep the top from 
getting further away and let the bottom move up 
faster so that in five years the gap is narrowed. 

Senator Hammond stated that there is a built in 
escalator in that the 4% is with the average and 
when they are all average this not take away from 
any district. 

Senator Farrell explained that this just freezes 
the high spending districts at their present level 
way above the average spending until the rest of 
the districts in that category can slowly catch 
up. He said that he was not sure that this could 
be done in five years or if five years was too 
much time. 

Senator Blaylock ask Senator Farrell if he wanted 
to move those districts that are way down at 
double the rate of the others. 

Senator Farrell replied that he wanted to double 
the rate that the average is and he thought that 
the ones that are way up they will be held stable, 
with the average school increasing by 4%. 

Senator Hammond stated that this would be 
addressing the court decision because they said 
that the legislature must do away with the 
inequity. 

Senator Farrell agreed and said that he is trying 
to narrow the disparity with this plan a year at a 
time. 

Senator Hammond explained that Senator Farrell is 
putting this in at this time because SB 203 seems 
to take care of this at the end of the five years 
but this may be an awful jolt to some districts. 

Senator Farrell stated that Dave had put a staff 
note on the bottom, "that currently the 117% cap 
of SB 203 would not take effect until school 
fiscal year 1995." He explained that the cap he 
is proposing would be imposed as of the effective 
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date of the bill. In other words the districts 
would start immediately trying to solve the 
disparities. 

Senator Regan ask what the maximum or largest 
disparity was, because she suspected that it would 
take longer to play catch up. 

Senator Hammond pointed out that what was going to 
have to be done is that the schools of 
approximately similar sizes would be required to 
have similar expenditure limitations and we have 
to compare the high and low between them. 

Senator Regan stated that she was sympathetic in 
many respects but there are some schools she said 
that are 185% of the cap. She said that because 
of this there should be some small downward motion 
by these schools also, that the disparity should 
be narrowed from both ends. 

Senator Farrell stated that it is not his intent 
to lower the standards at any school. He spoke to 
a chart that had been presented to him (See 
Exhibit #3) and the chart is an ANB that gives the 
range. He said that he assumed there were about 
three different ranges on the chart. 

Don Waldron explained that this chart shows what 
happens when you figure average costs and the ANB. 
What this chart points out is that the larger 
schools have less of a range in disparate spending 
per ANB than the smaller schools. 

Senator Blaylock stated that if the committee has 
to look at this issue by trying to get to where 
the Supreme Court says the districts should be, 
philosophically he said he is uneasy with Senator 
Farrell proposal in that the committee is rather 
generously reward some of the small schools who 
have not been making an effort as compared to the 
other schools and now we say we are shoveling the 
money in to bring them up. 

Senator Regan stated that looking at this chart, 
these are the larger cities and the disparity is 
not great. There seems to be an anomo1y in the 
figures. If you are going to raise the dollars to 
$8,000 per student in some schools and $9,000 in 
another and the others are going to be kept at 
half or less, this can not be justified. She said 
that she thought it would have to be worked from 
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both top and bottom to be fair. Other wise every 
kid in a school between 1 and 25 enrollment at 
$8,000 per student. 

Senator Brown stated that there will literally be 
money taken from these schools that they already 
have budgeted. 

Senator Regan explained that she thought what was 
going to be done is that these districts would be 
ask to drop their expenditures gradually. 

Senator Brown said that there are 70 to 80% of the 
school districts that have their personal services 
budgeted and this is a contract that would be 
difficult to get out of. 

Senator Regan went on to explain that this will be 
phased in over a five year period of time where 
the districts will be addressing this and indeed 
there may be a school district where economically 
it is not feasible. They can do two things, they 
can prove to OPI that they are truly isolated and 
by law must spend that percentage, but she stated 
that everyone knows there are a lot of schools 
that are truly not isolated that evidently they 
should be moving to a larger district. She stated 
that she was not taking about consolidation but 
she said that she can not see spending $9,000 per 
student if they are not truly isolated. We are 
being asked to set a formula like this in motion 
and it is not right. When it is necessary she 
agrees with it but to adopt it as a policy and 
maintain this is not right. 

Senator Brown again wondered how do we get the 
districts down. So the district is spending 
$9,000 student and then they are told they can 
only spend $8,000 next year, $7,000 the next. He 
wondered how this could be done. 

Senator Hammond said that many district 
expenditures are forced because of accreditation 
standards and the number of teachers that they 
have to have. 

Senator Farrell stated that it was his 
understanding that the committee did not want to 
"dummy down." And the Supreme Court is not saying 
that money creates more opportunity but we all 
know that money helps opportunity. He wondered 
why it would ever be wanted to reverse the 
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decision and "dummy down" some of the schools and 
rob the districts when getting to the funding side 
of it. 

Don Waldron added that he wondered if the 
committee is confusing trying to get an average 
cost across the state and if the schedules that 
are put out accommodate those sizes. So when 
these two are blended together the 17% is not 
going to hurt as bad as some may think, but SB 203 
as it is understood is to give each school their 
own way to sit down and in five years get 
themselves in line. Some will have to bite the 
bullet a little bit. He did not think that there 
was any intent to work from the other end so he 
was having a difficult time understanding 
limitations proposed on school spending below 85%. 

Senator Farrell explained that his intent was that 
a district start working on a disparity in the 
first year and what SB 203 does, is say that at 
the end of five years the district must be within 
a certain range. Therefore he explained with his 
amendment he was trying to bring the schools up 
with the state's payments to the average 
expenditure in what ever category they fall in 
instead of it all happening at one time. 

Don Waldron said that he understood what Senator 
Farrell was saying, but he felt that the ones 
below would be taken care of because they will 
have increases. The one above the five year thing 
will jolt if they don't do something about it each 
year. They will have to start working on it. 
There may be a better way but the way the bill is 
written, in five years the districts must get in 
line and the districts will have to start figuring 
out how to do this. They have about three years 
of actual planning. 

Senator Regan stated that having gone through a 
study and recognizing all the problems that there 
are, she thinks that Nathe's approach is fairly 
good. She added that a five year phase in is good 
and inflation is built in also which will give the 
districts the 4%. Therefore she said SB 203 was a 
rational approach. 

Senator Nathe explained at the end of five years, 
by 1996, the school districts that'are way up 
there are going to have to get themselves down and 
how they do this is up to the separate districts 
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left at the local discretion. They can not exceed 
117% and they have five years to get to this goal 
by themselves. 

Senator Hammond stated that a school like 
Colstrip, any program would be tough on them 
because if districts are going to be equalized, 
big spending schools are hurt and the low spending 
schools get help. 

Senator Brown added that he did not want to 
necessarily hurt the big spending schools but he 
felt that the others should be helped. 

Senator Farrell reminded the committee that not 
every district is a Colstrip, there are other 
districts that are considered rich because of a 
cooperation plan that may be located in that 
district but may be there are carrying their fair 
share of the load and still collecting a lot more 
money and he did not see any reason why these 
folks should have to come back down to a standard 
that is less, therefore districts should be 
brought up slowly over a period of time. 

Senator Nathe asked Senator Farrell if what he was 
doing was pumping in money faster down below than 
what SB 203 does. 

Senator Farrell responded that it does not make 
any difference what is being done because money 
will still have to be pumped in and he explained 
that he would rather do it over a certain number 
of years. 

Mr. Groepper stated from the audience that it was 
confusing as to what the language that talks to 
average expenditures means and he said that he 
thought once this was put together every 
expenditure is deciding how much money is wanted 
to be into the foundation program distributions 
and what Senator Farrell is trying to do as we 
understand it is to try to go down to the district 
level and talk about what they ought to be able to 
spend and be able to raise and as it is 
understood, Senator Farrell is saying for lower 
districts they would not have the 117% cap they 
would have a higher cap and medium sized districts 
would have a little bit higher cap but the ones 
that are already at 117% would get nothing. What 
he stated that he is trying to understand is what 
is trying to be accomplished here and he wondered 
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if that was trying to assure yourself that the 
districts will realize that five years out there 
is a 117% wall that they have to run into or to 
assure yourself that they are going to plan for 
this. He thinks there are other way to do this 
other than putting arbitrary numbers on it for 
example requiring them to submit a plan to the OPI 
of how they are going to get to the 117% and this 
would insure that all these districts are taking 
it seriously about the cap. If Senator Farrell is 
truly trying to get more money t.o smaller 
districts faster and equalize up then a better way 
to equalize up would be instead of setting the 
expenditures at the average would be to set the 
funding at something above the average and all 
these lower districts could be moved up without 
penalizing the ones that are already at 85%. If 
we had a better understanding of what Senator 
Farrell was trying to accomplish we could give 
suggestions how this could be done. The language 
is confusing. 

Pat Melby from the audience stated that the way he 
reads Senator Farrell's plan is that the 
foundation levels have already been increased so 
that the money has already been put in then there 
is a separate 17% cap on the low spending 
districts plus another 8% so there is a 125% cap. 
This is what is says "In addition to the 17% 
foundation program cap they also can increase 
their general fund expenditures in an assuming 
year by a factor of 1.08. 

Dave explained that this was not the intent of 
this amendment, the intent is the existing 17% cap 
that is in the bill now would remain there and 
this would not become effective until 5 years down 
the road. In the mean time, the expenditures of 
the districts which are not capped during this 
period would be limited by this capping mechanism. 
That is, take the average expenditures of the 
districts in each size category within the 
schedule and if a district is 85% or lower than 
average then that district is going to be subject 
to a cap on its total general fund expenditures of 
8% over the previous year. The district that is 
in the medium or the 85% to 115% of the average 
expenditures can also increase somewhat, but only 
by 4%. The high spending districts (those above 
115% of the average in that category) are locked 
in. The idea is, within the five year period to 
give the low spending districts more flexibility 
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but also to impose a cap. The idea is to impose a 
cap on every district based on their current 
expenditures but giving the low spending district 
more flexibility to come up within the five year 
period. This is the intent. 

Mr. Melby stated that to him this says that a high 
spending district that is spending l2S% over and 
above the foundation general fund is going to get 
to continue to spend that and the low spending 
districts are going to haye a cap of 8% over their 
general fund. This is not what is being looked 
for in equalization. 

Dave explained that the key is that at the end of 
the five years they all have to be within 17% of 
whatever the legislature provided in the 
foundation program. 

Mr. Melby said he does not understand what the 
difficulty is in allowing a low spending district 
to raise 17% over and above their general fund 
instead of limiting them to 8%. This is not going 
to be liked at all. He suggested that if it is 
wanted to not penalize high spending districts 
then grandfather them in, that may not be 
accepted, but do not grandfather them in and then 
penalize the low spending districts by putting an 
8% cap on them. 

Senator Hammond told the committee they now should 
understand better after being given this 
information. He pointed out that it probably 
depends on the what the philosophies are. 

Senator Brown stated that he did not want to 
protract the situation but he said he did not know 
what the point is in inhibiting lower spending 
districts from closing the gap if they have some 
way of doing this, but he still agree with the 
concept that Senator Farrell is proposing. May be 
an amendment to the amendment would take away this 
limitation that the low paying districts would 
have. 

Senator Farrell said that this is not a problem 
for him but it could be a problem when trying to 
implement the money sources over the next 4 or 5 
years. The shock that is provided to all the 
payers and the folks that have to pay the money 
and may be phasing in the money over a five year 
period should be thought of also when we get to 
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Senator Regan stated that she was not really 
comfortable with what Senator Farrell is trying to 
do. She suggested that some "number crunching go 
on" and see how this thing works. If a model 
could be brought in to see what is really being 
proposed here because she stated that she is not 
sure she understands all the implications of it. 

Senator Hammond explained that the 8% for the low 
spending districts will have to come from voted 
levies. If 17% is gone to this may be pretty 
impossible for the districts to do. This is a 
local matter. 

Senator Brown said that this being the case there 
is some logic is not necessarily tying them below 
8%. 

Senator Mazurek stated that he felt this was worth 
working on. 

Senator Farrell ask, "When the mill levy goes down 
what happens then?" "I'm simply saying that you 
should only raise those lower districts to 8% 
because what happens if you come with a 17% raise 
and it goes down, then what do you do." 

Senator Hammond stated that one thing that must be 
kept in mind is that we do not know what the 
numbers really do when building the general fund 
up to 85% from the state and where the money is 
going to come from and how able the districts 
might be to levy these mills. These things we are 
not really aware of here. 

Senator Blaylock stated that he thought Senator 
Regan had a good idea and that was for the 
committee to see some numbers. 

Senator Hammond ask Dori and Mr. Groepper to come 
up with some examples. 

Dori ask when average was being discussed, what is 
meant by "average", average of what to base the 
numbers on. 

Dave explained that as he understands it is the 
average of every category in the schedule of all 
the schools that are in that category. 
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Dori ask, "But average from -what year, average 
from 1988, or 1989, average expenditure of what. 
I do not understand what the base is?" 

Mr Groepper asked that after the first year of 
this implementation which he assumes is 1991,and 
if, he stated, that he understands what Senator 
Farrell is trying to do "in 1991 the schedule 
comes in and some of these poorer districts get 
more ANB and be able to lower (he used property 
tax as an example appreciating that this issue is 
still out) their property tax then in 1991 when 
they got the extra ANB being a poor district, they 
could also lower their mills and they could have 
more money. And this is why Dori is confused he 
explained, "if we look at this after the first 
year that they got their money it a far different 
comparison than it is to look at an average of 
expenditures in 1988 and start talking about caps 
because the average expenditures in 1988 are only 
number that will help tell how much money needs to 
be coming from some state equalized source what 
ever is started with. After the first 
distribution under which ever funding mechanism a 
lot of these lower districts are going to be 
brought up anyway and the average concept is a 
different average than the average of 1988 and 
this is what is confusing." Do you want us to 
start after the first year of distribution or what 
happened historically?" 

Senator Farrell answered that this is based on the 
85% of the foundation program at the state level. 
It would be on the 1988 expenditures and then the 
next year there will be a big change so it would 
be on the 1989 expenditures the next year. 

Mr. Greopper said that if he understands the caps 
right the intent of the cap is to say once the 
districts have restructured the whole thing and 
the money goes out to all the districts there will 
be a cap of 117% of their new foundation schedule 
program. So when future adjustment to this cap 
are being talked about the 117% is being looked 
after the first distribution has been made. This 
distribution can be made for the committee from 
assumption that it is going to be paid for 
somehow. Then we can show you what these 
schedules do to the caps. 

One problem in using 88 expenditures to do these 
averages within the school districts is that some 
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school district sizes have more wealthy districts 
and some sizes have more poor districts than 
wealthy, so with average expenditures you do not 
have the same curve that you would have with the 
foundation program. Therefore this will provide 
for some inequities by doing this, that is basing 
it on averages and using 88 data. There is a lot 
of skewing just based on the fact that there is a 
large number of districts in one size that might 
be wealthy and a large number of districts in 
another size that are poor. Averages are skewed. 
Using 88 data causes the average to be skewed when 
talking school district size. There is a built in 
inequity in the system. 

Mr Greopper stated that given the confusion may be 
the best thing would be to try a couple different 
options. 

DISPOSITION OF SB 304 

Discussion: 

Senator Regan stated that she understood that Dave 
Cogley had made up an amendment to incorporate in 
the fire fighters. 

Senator Farrell stated the he thought Senator 
Regan's intention was to amend HB 213 into your 
bill. 

Senator Regan explained that at the end of the 
meeting on SB 304 it was suggested that this be 
done and the fire fighters had no trouble with it 
and rather than have a separate bill HB 213 could 
be amended into SB 304. So Dave Cogley prepared 
these amendments. (See Exhibit #1) 

Senator Regan moved that the committee accept the 
amendments dated February 9, 1989 prepared by Dave 
Cogley into SB 304. This is the amendment that 
puts into the list of fee waivers, Montana fire 
fighters or peace officers killed in the course of 
employment or survivor or a child of any of the 
following. These amendments cover HB 213. 
Therefore she moved the amendment. 

Senator Farrell called for the questions. 

THE MOTION CARRIED, All were in favor except for 
two nos by Senators Blaylock and Pinsoneault. 
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Senator Farrell stated that the he wanted to move 
his amendments into SB 304 and what these 
amendments do is add volunteer firemen and 
excludes those people that are eligible for 
federal social security benefits. A sheriff and a 
policeman told the committee that some of their 
departments are already eligible for social 
security benefits. 

Senator Regan wondered if the federal social 
security benefits exception applied only to the 
peace officers or does it apply to anyone who is 
entitled to a fee waiver. If not to all, there 
will be a disparity. 

Dave stated that the way it was set up, was that 
federal social security benefits exception would 
only apply to the waiver for police officers and 
the law enforcement officials under what 
previously was HB 213. The exception would not 
apply to the other waivers that already existed in 
SB 304. 

Senator Mazurek added that a person could be 
eligible for social security benefits if they were 
a widow, so would the benefits have to be limited 
which are received on the account of a husband's 
death. Is there any way a child would be eligible 
for social security benefits other than through 
the father. Assuming for example that a father is 
killed as a fire fighter not eligible for social 
security, is there any other way through the 
mother. She may have benefits in her own right. 

Senator Hammond stated that the children will have 
benefits as long as they're school age. 

Senator Mazurek stated that he is assuming the 
father is not eligible for social security 
benefits, he assumed that the children would get 
the benefits only if the father was or if the wife 
was. In other words does the wife being eligible 
for social security disqualify the children from 
benefits because the husband was killed. 

Senator Farrell explained that this is only for 
the people that are killed in the line of duty. 

Dave explained Senator Mazurek's question that if 
a child was eligible for social security benefits 
regardless of whether it was through the deceased 
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father or through the mother or some other source, 
that child would not be eligible for the tuition 
and waiver. This amendment does not require that 
eligibility for social security, be due to the 
father's death. 

Senator Mazurek stated that he finds it difficult 
to believe that there would be benefits if it was 
not through the father. 

Senator Nathe ask if "Is this tied specifically 
to the full time fire fighters. We have also 
inserted volunteers and the volunteers are 
normally covered by social security. Do we negate 
the volunteers?" 

Dave replied, "Yes to a large extent we do." 

Senator Farrell ask if he included volunteer 
firemen and they are killed on the job will they 
be paid social security benefits. 

Senator Farrell wondered about police officers 
also. 

Senator Mazurek stated that wanted to ask Mr. 
Shramm a question prefaced by noting all of this 
is discretionary with the Board of Regents. 

Mr. Shramm stated that what the Board of Regents 
intended to do by "may," was to keep the present 
policy that basically says for veterans, they are 
not eligible for this fee waiver if you are 
eligible for a similar benefit from federal 
sources mainly the GI bill. This is in the 
present statute, this lengthy language was not 
repeated in the present bill because they made it 
"may" and the policies already say this. What the 
board had intended to do before HB 213 was put 
into SB 304, was to deny the fee waiver if in fact 
they can get a similar benefit from some other 
federal source, in this case social security. 
There is no trouble with the statute by doing this 
because it is permissive. Granted this means that 
the statute is left a little vaguer and this 
leaves some discretion with the Regents but they 
have operated with "may" under many of the fee 
waivers for many years and never had any problem. 
This would be the solution to the problem. This 
gets away from the drafting and frankly it is a 
good idea and should apply to veterans, peace 
officers, and Native Americans. But the Regents 
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do not want to be subsidizing students at state 
expense if the money can be gotten from the 
federal government. Using the word "may", this 
amendment could be viewed as being redundant. 

Senator Farrell stated that he would be in 
agreement with this as long as volunteer firemen 
were included, because none of the bill so far 
include volunteer firemen. 

Mr. Shramm said that this was a policy choice that 
the committee would make, if the committee 
includes volunteer firemen the Regents then will 
honor that and treat them just as the other fee 
waivers. 

Senator Mazurek said that he did not think the 
Regents could make a policy that said they would 
grant a waiver only to a paid firefighter, this is 
not a policy the Regents could make, the Regents 
could exercise your discretion but it will have to 
done on some rational basis. 

Mr. Shramm stated that if the committee puts 
volunteers in the bill, the Regents would be 
inviting a law suit by excluding them. The 
Regents preference is to keep the waivers as 
narrow as possible. 

Senator Farrell stated that he would withdraw his 
social security section of his amendment if the 
Regents can handle it that way. But he still 
wanted to include volunteer firemen, because he 
said he can envision a case where firemen and 
volunteer firemen could be killed on the same job. 
There may also be a case where a highway patrolmen 
is not eligible for social security and 
volunteering on a fire and being killed and there 
would be no social security benefits for the 
survivors. 

Dave explained that the amendments are joined, but 
if agreeable with the committee he would take the 
concept of the social security recipient out and 
leave the concept of the volunteer fire fighters 
included in the amendment. 

Senator Farrell moved these rewritten amendments. 

The motion carried unanimously. 
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Mr. Shramm stated that Senator Pinsoneault, even 
though he was absent, would probably want this 
said to the committee. He had asked about the MIA 
being included in the bill and Mr. Shramm went 
back to the statute and discovered that because of 
an over sight the MIAs were left off. This was 
not intended. If the committee wishes to make the 
statute totally parallel to the present scope of 
the veteran statute on Page 3, line 2 after "war" 
add " ••• or missing in action." This would make it 
parallel to the present statute. The present 
statute has some dates as those declared missing 
in action after 1961 in the Southeast Asian 
conflict. These are not necessary because once 
again this is permissive with the Board of 
Regents. 

Senator Mazurek moved the amendment to include the 
missing in action. 

The motion was carried unanimously. 

Senator Mazurek expressed one other concern that 
was raised at the hearing, and that was that there 
was an amendment ••••• if you just look at the 
bill, on the first section it says " •••• the 
regents may •• " then you can down the page 
"prescribe tuition rates •• " then it says "waive" 
and has the term " ••• at their discretion" "may" 
applies throughout and the only place it says "at 
their discretion" is on the number 2, which 
suggests that when all the conditions are met the 
"may" might become "shall", so he wondered if the 
committee should strike "at their discretion" 
there or that it should be put in throughout. 

Dave stated that the committee should strike it 
because this is an oversight and would normally 
have been deleted in the drafting, as being 
redundant. 

Senator Mazurek said that he had a written 
amendment and the reason why he thinks this is 
important is that our minutes should reflect an 
amendment is made just because !tat their 
discretion" on page 1, line 21 is redundant. 

Senator Hammond said, "You have heard the motion 
and all those in favor say I." 

THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
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Senator Hammond reminded the committee that they 
had heard the motion to move the bill as amended. 

THE MOTION TO MOVE SB 304 AS AMENDED WAS CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 

Senator Regan will carry the bill on the floor. 

DISPOSITION OF SJR 6 

Amendments and Votes: 

Senator Brown moved that the amendments tp SJR do pass. 
(See Exhibit #1) 

Senator Farrell called for the question. 

THE MOTION CARRIED, WITH SENATOR REGAN VOTING NO. 

Recommendation and Vote: 

Senator Brown moved that SJR 6 do pass as amended. 

THE MOTION CARRIED, WITH SENATOR REGAN AND SENATOR NATHE 
VOTING AGAINST IT. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Adjournment At: 1:00 pm 

.Jg/ u£tla~CYf/~ 
Senator H. W. Hammond, Chairman 

HH/jh 

Senmin.211 
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BENATE STANDING 'CONHIT!EEREPORT 

February 13, 1989 

MR. PR.ESIDENT, 
We, your committee on Education and Cultural ReSOUrC€8, having 

had under consideration SB 304 (f.irst reading copy -- white), 
reEpectfully report that sa 304 be amended and as so a~ended do 
passl 

1. Title, line 7. 
Followingl "AND" 
Insertt "SURVIVORS OF" 

2. Title, line 8. 
Strike: "OTHER PERSONS" 
Insert~ ~VETERANS, FIREFIGHTERS, OR PEACE OFFICERS" 

3. Page I, lines 16 and 17. 
Strike: "waiver of nonresident fees" 
Insert: "waivers" 

4. Page 1, line 21. 
Strike ... , at their discretion," 

5. Page 3, line 2. 
Following! "war~ 
Strike ¥ .." 

Insert: "or missing in actjon;~ 

6. Page 3. 
Following: line 2 
Infl(~rtl "(5) wedve tuition cOllrges tor qualifi€d survivorn of 

Montana firefighters or peace officers killed in the course 
and scope 01 employment. For purpocea of this ~ubBectjon, a 
qualified survivor is a person who meets Lhe Entrance 
r(~quirel!\ent.B at the state urdversi.ty eJI college of hi::: ch<licE' 
and is the f.;urviving spoune 01 child of allY of tht? followin'l4 
,·,hc) \ .... en-· l(:ill~d in th(' C01lU'(' clnd SeCOrf" pi r-mploYlllf'.Jlt: 

(oJ d paid 1)1' volunt~€l: Illelub~l of a ltlluticipil or rtlL,'} 

fire d{.partaleftt; 
(b) a law enforcement ()fficer a~3 dtfiued ill 7--32-2(1]; 

or 
(c) ti full-time highway patrol officer.~ 

ANn AS AMENDED DO PASS 

f, C r d) 30 il . 21 3 



BElAYS SYAMDING COKHI!!EB REPORT 

February 13, 1989 

HR. PRESIOENT: 
We, your committee on Education and Cultural Resources, having 

bad under consideration SJR· 6 (first reading copy -- white), 
respectfully report that 53R 6 be amended and Sf: 80 amended do 
patH:; f 

1. Title, lines 6 and ? 
Strikel "ALLOW THE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CENTERS TO·CRANT AN
Insert, "PROVIDE ACCESS TO ~HEft 

2. Page 2, lines 19 through 21. 
Followings "urge" 
Strike, remainder of line 19 through "and" on line 21 

3. Page 3, lines 1 through 5. 
Strike; line 1 through "that" on line 5 
lose rt I "'that" 

4. rage 3. 
Followingl line 8 
Insert. "BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board of Regents be 

encouraged to provide, through the vocational-technical 
centers and the units of the University System, joint 

) opportunities for students to have acceSG to associate degrees 
in appropriate curriculum areas," 

AND AS AMERDED DO PASS 

\ ~ .~ 

\\ ~ 
~ ,} ~ 

acrsjr06.213 V 
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LEGISLATIVE FISCAL ANALYST May 12, 1988 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Legislative Finance Committee 
K -12 Education Subcommittee 

Madalyn Quinlan, Associate Fiscal Analy~ ~ 
Curtis Nichols. Deputy Fiscal Analyst C!:Il!J 11 
Equalization of Federal Impact Aid (P.L. 81-874) .. 

Federal impact aid, authorized under Public Law 81-874, serves to 

compensate school districts -for property tax losses due to federal 

installations within a district. Federal installations, which are exempt from 

property taxation, include Indian rese~vationsJ military installations, and 

federal housing projects. Impact aid is paid on a per student basis; 
I 

~ payments vary according to whether a student lives on or off the federal 

installation and whether his parents work on or off the installation. In 

. fiscal 1987, Montana received $23.18 million in federal impact aid for 106 

elementary and secondary school districts. 

In his district court decision declaring the Montana public school .. 
funding system unconstitutional, Judge Loble declined to remove P. L. 

81-874 monies from consideration in designing a general statewide 

equalization funding plan. In developing a new finance system, the 

legislature must decide whether to include P. L. 81-874 funds in the state 

equalization aid package (i. e. , whether to cOl!-n~" these funds as local 

resources when measuring a district's contribution to the foundation 

program) . The federal government does not allow states to equalize P. L. 

81-874 monies unless the state's equalization aid program meets certain 



federal criteria. This paper describes the federal criteria for including 

P.L. 81-874 funds in a state's equalization formula and discusses the 

changes that would be necessary for Montana to meet the federal criteria. 

The paper also analyzes how school districts presently receiving federal 

impact aid would be affected if P.L. 81-874 funds were included as 
" 

revenues available for state equalization aid. 

FEDERAL CRITERIA FOR EQUALIZATION 

In order to assist states in equalizing public school funding systems 
• .a-

and meeting the requirements of their state constitutions, the federal 

government developed rules in the late 1970's to allow. states to include 

P.L. 81-874 funds in their equalization formulas. The federal government 

has developed two tests for measuring the degree of equalization within a 

school funding system: 1) the expenditure disparity test; and 2) the 

wealth neutrality test. States can meet the federal criteria by passing 

either one of these tests. 

Expenditure Disparity Test 

The expenditure disparity test "measures the variation in current 

expenditures per pupil for operation and maintenance among school 

districts. In order to measure "the equal treatment of equals," the test 

removes two categories of special cost differentials from the calculation of 

current expenditures. The first category is special educational needs of 

children, such as handicapped children, economically disadvantaged 

• children, non-English speaking children, and gifted and talented children. 

The second category is costs asseciated with sparsity or density of 

population, cost of living, or special socioecono~ic characteristics within 

the area served by a school district. Once these educationally relevant 

differentials have been removed, the test lists all school districts from 
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high to low in terms of current expenditures per student. The federal 

formula uses the same student count used in each state's equalization 

formula. For Montana, the appropriate measure of total pupils is average 

number belonging (ANB). The top 5 percent of students and the lowest 5 

percent are removed from the test range. If the disparity in current 

expenditures per pupil is no more than 25 percent for pupils between the 

95th and 5th percentile, the program qualifies as an equalized program. 

The federal regulations allow the same test to be given on the basis of 

revenues per pupil with the same 25 percent dispa\-ity limitation in effect. 

The federal regulations explain the rationale behind the. test as foll~w~: 

A disparity standard has been chosen because it is a method of evaluating 
school finance programs in terms of e~ualization that has been used by both the 
courts and authorities in the field of school finance, and because it is believed 
that the phrase "e~ualize expenditures" focuses on the relative availability of 
funds to local educational agencies for educating children within their school 
systems. "Revente" data, as an alternative to "expenditure" data, is permitted 
because revenues generally reflect the amounts of funds available for expenditure 
in a school district and because revenue data is more accessible for the current 
fiscal year evaluation. In calculating the disparity, revenues or expenditures 
are likely to fluctuate considerablY from year to year. The exclusion of the 
upper and bottom S percentile school districts is based - upon the accepted 
principle to statistical evaluation that such percentiles usually represent 
uni~ue or noncharacteristic situations. (45 eFR Pt. 222) 

The expenditures and revenues included in the disparity test are 

current expenditures (revenues) for operation and maintenance. These 

include all current expenditures (revenues) from state and local sources, 

except for those expenditures (revenues) which are designated for special 

cost differentials. The test also includes any federal funds received by a 

school district for which the district is not accountable to the federal 

government for their- use, such as Federal. Forest Reserve funds. 

Expenditures for capital outlay and debt service are excluded from the 

disparity test. If a state requests it, the federal government will make 

separate disparity computations for different groups of school districts 
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which have similar grade levels. For Montana, the expenditure disparity 

test could be applied separately to elementary and secondary districts. 

Wealth Neutrality Test 

The second test of equalization is the wealth neutrality test. Wealth 

neutral revenues are revenues re~~eived by a school district which are not 

derived from any wealth advantage that one school district may have over 

another. More specifically, state and local revenues available under a 

state school finance equalization program are wealth neutral to the extent 
• 

that each school district receives the same number of dollars per pupil 

for the same tax effort and is allowed to spend as much per pupil as any 

other school district in the state under the program. Tax revenues in 

excess of those determined to be equally available to all school districts 

are not wealth neutral. Non-tax revenues are subject to the same test. 
. . 

Non-tax revenues are wealth neutral only to the extent that each school 

district has access to the same number of dollars per pupil. The federal 

regulations deem a state aid program to be equalized if no less than 85 

percent of the state, intermediate, and local revenues for all school 

districts in the state are wealth neutral. 

APPLICATION TO MONTANA 

The following section of this paper illustrates how the federal tests 

apply to Montana's school districts. 

Expenditure Disparity Test Applied to Montana 

In this analysis, the disparity test is applied to school district 

general fund expenditures less special education. Expenditures for 

transportation, teachers' retirement, and comprehensive insurance are also 

not included here, but would need to be included if the state applies to 
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the federal government to equalize P.L. 81-874 monies. Montana statutes 

adjust the general fund schedules according to schooi size in order to 

adjust for sparsity factors. Therefore, this analysis tests the disparity 

within various size school districts. The categories in Table 1 below 

correspond to the school groupings within the maximum general fund 

schedules listed in state statute. 

Table 1 
General Fund Expenditure Disparity 
1987 - 1988 School District Budgets • 

w/o Special Education 

Elementary School Districts 

ANB Total 5th 95th 
Category ANB 5% of ANB Percentile Percentile 

0-9 312 16 
10-17 582 i 29 

$2,240 $6,719 
1,890 6,811 

18-40 1,233 62 1,769 5,367 
41-100 5,676 284 1,950 5,774 
101-300 14,680 734 1,946 4,978 
300 + 81,398 4,070 1,976 3,512 

High School Districts 

ANB Total 5th 95th 
Category ANB f 5% of ANB Percentile Percentile 

0-24 84 4 $8,297 $15,593 
25-40 836 42 5,639 11,958 
41-100 3,353 168 3,792 10,443 

101-200 4,944 247 3,198 6,521 
201-300 4,250 213 2,311 6,773 
301-600 8,374 419 2,393 6,197 

600 + 24,540 1,227 2,790 3,441 

Ratio 

3.00 
3.60 
3.03 
2.96 
2.56 
1. 78 

Ratio 

1.88 
2.12 
2.75 
2.04 
2.93 
2.59 
1.23 

Table 1 shows the disparity in per pupil general fund expenditures, 

excluding special education, for elementary and secondary school districts 

within given size categories. The only category which shows a disparity 

of 25 percent or less is high school districts with more than 600 students. 
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Therefore, Montana would not qualify as an equalized state under the 

expenditure disparity test. 

One scenario, by which the legislature could limit the variation in per 

pupil expenditures to 25 percent, would be to restrict the expenditures 

per student within a given size category to 12.5 percent above and below 

the expenditure level at the 50th student percentile. This scenario would 

result in an increase of $17.1 million in school district general fund 

expenditures statewide; it would also result in a major redistribution of 

.t: expenditures among school districts. Districts which r:ceive P. L. 81-874 

monies generally expend more per ANB than the district at the 50th 

student percentile. Under this scenario, these districts would be required 

to reduce expenditures by $14.9 million. The effect of such a 

redistribution upon those districts which receive more than $100 of P. L. 
i 

81-874 monies per pupil is shown in Table 2. 
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I 
Tabl. 2 

~ Effect of Expenditure LiMitation on PL-874 Districts Receiving Hare than $100/ANB 
Fiscal 1988 General FUld Budgets without Special Education Ii 

, 
FY 1988 GEN FtMD/ CHANGE IN CHANGE IN 

",,~ 

GEN FllID ANB GENERAL FtMD GENERAL FtMD I COUNTY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET (KID SPEC ED) PER ANB 8UDGET 

Glacier E BROHNING ELEH 1,325 $5,750,000 $4,117 ($1,283 ) ( $1,700,184) I 
Roosevelt E POPLAR ELEH 653 $2,870,508 $4,186 ( $1,352) ($882,904 ) 
Rosebud E COLSTRIP ELEH 1,011 $3,858,647 $3,677 ( $843) ($852,371) 
Big Horn E LODGE GRASS ELEH 385 $1,841,422 $4,645 ($1,811 ) ($697,169) 
Big Hornc E HARDIN ELEH 1,095 $4,021,700 $3,439 ($605) ($662,565) 
Rosebud E- LAHE DEER ELEH 292 $1,573,038 $4,978 ($2,000 ) ($583,864 ) ~ t2i 
Blaine E HARLEH ELEH 405 $1,730,156 $4,173 ($1,339) ( $542,327) I Hill E ROCKY BOY ELEH 272 $1,324,754 $4,659 ($1,681) ($457,347) 
Blaine E HAYS-LODGE POLE ELEH 160 $962,822 $5,786 ($2,808) ($449,313 ) 
Hill E BOX ELDER ELEH 107 $784,007 $7,078 ($4,100 ) ( $438,705) fr~ 

Valley E FRAZER ELEH 119 $763,344 $6,233 ($3,255) ( $387,337) l~ 
Big Horn E HYOLA ELEM 71 $649,072 $8,958 ($5,049) ($358,479) I 
Pondera E HEART BUTTE ELEH 142 $781,153 $5,368 ($2,390) ($339,413) 
Big Horn E PRYOR ELEM 70 $611 ,718 $8,382 ($4,473 ) ($313,115) 
Lake E.., ARLEE ELEM $1,165,622 $3,512 1$678)~ ($217,102) !j;lt 

320 :,_1 

Valley E FT PECK ELEM 34 $223,285 $6,567 ( $l,807) ($129,445) I Park E GARDINER ELEH 110 $491,726 $4,154 ($1,176 ) ($129,308) 
Roosevelt E BROCKTON ELEM 94 $453,104 $4,596 ($687) ($64,608) 
Roosevelt E CULBERTSON ELEM 227 $749,397 $3.,200 ($222) ( $50,330) 'IIit.j 

Rosebud E ASHLAND ELEM 114 $408,574 $l,419 1$441 ) ($50,275) I Glacier E E GLACIER PARK ELEM 41 "$185,000 $4,401 ($492 ) ($20,160) 
Sanders E DIXON ELEM 49 $194,720 n,974 ( $(5) ($3,179) 
Mineral E ST REGIS ELEM 126 $l87,210 $2,878 $0 $0 
Roosevelt E HaLF POINT ELEM 716 $1,960,325 $2,575 $D $0 If'.~ 

j-.) 

Lake E CHARLO ELEM 182 $546,762 $2,928 $0 $0 t~ 

Lake E ST IGNATIUS ELEM 395 $1,074,725 $2,647 $0 $D I 
Phillips E DODSON ELEM 99 ~384,O09 $3,666 $0 $D 
Lllke E RONAN ELEM 984 $2,544,298 $2,362 $0 $0 

i Cascade E GREAT FALLS EL 8,124 $21,511 ,858 $2,519 $0 $0 
Lincoln E SYLVANITE ELEM 17 n6,915 $2,171 $103 $1,743 
Pondera E VALIER ELEM 179 $440,000 $2,306 $10 $1,855 
Sanders E HOT SPRINGS ELEM 157 $l89,210 $2,303 $13 $2,068 
Lincoln E TROY ELEM 467 $1,128,737 $2,193 $11 $5,000 

~, 

Lake E POLSON ELEM 965 $1,850,524 $1,798 . $406 $391,420 I ------------Elementary Districts ( $8,927,415) 
'j,'; 

Phillips HS DODSON H S 39 $302,487 $7,756 $0 $0 
I Lake HS CHARLO H S 90 ,*408,905 $4,401 $395 $35,593 

Pondera HS VALIER H S 86 $428,000 $4,977 $0 $0 
Mineral HS ST REGIS H S 55 $300,173 $5,458 $0 $0 
Valley HS NASHUA H S 78 $450,962 $5,466 $0 $0 ~ 
Roosevelt HS CULBERTSON H S 74 $421,767 $5,700 $0 $0 ~) 

Park HS GARDINER H S 86 $625,948 $7,278 ($1,112) ($95,672) I 
Blaine HS HAYS-LODGE POLE H S 76 $709,800 $9,122 ($2,956 ) ( $224,665) 
Roosevelt HS BROCKTON H S 43 $400,000 $9,302 (n,136 ) ($134,862 ) 
Hill HS BOX ELDER H S 73 $762,303 $10,443 ( $4,277) ($312 ,185) 

• Valley HS FRAZER H S 55 $584,210 $10,622 ($4,456 ) ($245,080) 
Big Horn HS PLENTY COUPS HS 58 $805,500 $13,888 1$7,722) ($447,872) 
Lake HS ST IGNATIUS H S 168 $676,200 $3,938 $0 $0 
Lake HS ARLEE H S 132 $559,285 $4,237 $0 $0 

if! 

~,\ 
Blaine HS HARLEM H S 129 $858,025 $6,521 ($1,910 ) ( $246,329) I Big Horn HS LODGE GRASS H S 150 $1,393,230 $9,129 1$4,518) ($677,765 ) 
Lincoln HS TROY H S 209 $820,995 $3,790 $0 $0 
Roosevelt HS POPLAR H S 213 $1,891,627 $8,881 ($4,910 ) ($1,045,804 ) r~'! 

Lake HS POLSON H S 419 $1,198,892 $2,792 $0 $0 I Lake HS RONAN H S 395 $1,146,262 $2,902 $0 $0 
Roosevelt HS HaLF POINT H S 326 '$1,236,262 $3,792 1$318 ) ($103,738) 
Rosebud HSw COLSTRIP H S 466 $2,243,843 $4,654 1$1,180 ) ($549,950) ;", 
Big Horn HS HARDIN H S 417 $2,263,177 $5,267 1$1,793 ) ( $747,497) ~ , 

Glacier HS BROHNING H S 436 $2,800,000 $6,197 ($2,723) ($1,187,224) I ------------
Secondary Districts ($5,983,050 ) 

------------- <1il 

Net Change for" P.L. 874 Districts 1$14,910,464 ) ~ 
============= I 

~; 

~ 
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Appendix A shows, for all school districts, the increase or decrease 

in general fund budgets that would result if per pupil expenditures were 

confined to 12.5 percent above or below the expenditures of the 50th 

student percentile for each district size category. 

Some states have chosen to include P.L. 81-874 monies in their 

equalization formulas while at the same time giving additional weight to 

students on Indian reservations based on special educational needs. The 

Montana legislature may want to pursue this approach in equalizing P.L. 

81-874 monies. 

Wealth Neutrality Test Applied to Montana 

Under the wealth neutrality test the revenues available to each school 

district under the foundation and permissive programs would qualify as 

wealth neutral. While revenues per pupil vary within the foundation and 

permissive programs, these variations are based on educationally relevant 

factors for which special cost differentials apply. The revenues available 

to a school district from the over-schedule amount are wealth neutral to 

the extent that they are availabJe to every school district in the state 

regardless of local wealth. The poorest school district in Montana in terms 

of taxable value per ANB is Heart Butte with a taxable valuation per ANB .. 
of $343 for fiscal 1988. Any revenues generated per student, per mill 

above the $343 generated by the poorest district are considered 

non-neutral revenues. The same test applies to non-tax revenues and 

cash reappropriated. Because there are districts with no non-tax revenue 

and districts with no cash reappropriated, none of these revenues are 

considered wealth neutral when used to meet over- schedule expenditures. 

To calculate the level of wealth neutral, voted levies for a school 

district, the district's general fund levy (less the permissive levy) is 
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multipUed by the district's ANB count and the taxable valuation per 

student of the poorest district. For example, Grant Elementary district in 

Beaverhead County has an ANB count of 28 and levies 12.22 general fund 

mills. Six of these mills are fully equalized under the permissive program. 

The remaining 6.22 mills gen'erate $5,528 of which $60 is wealth neutral. 

($60 = 6.22 mills * $343/ANB * 28 ANB) General fund levies will generate 

$118.8 million for schools in 1987-19,88. Of this amount, $18.4 million is 

wealth neutral under the permissive program and only $2.0 million of voted 

levies are wealth neutral. 

Budgeted general fund expenditures for the 1987-1988 school year 

total $472.6 million. Of this, .$245.1 million is guaranteed under the 

foundation program and $61.3 million is provided to districts under the 

permissive program. The foundation and permissive amounts plus $2.0 
i 

million of wealth neutral revenues in the over-schedule category total 

$308.4 million. Sources of local, non-tax revenue, other than those 

sources included in the foundation and permissive programs, are 

non-neutral because they are not available to all districts. Under the 

present school funding system 1il Montana, fiscal 1988 revenues are 65 

percent wealth neutral and 35 percent non-neutral. Montana does not meet 

the federal criteria of 85 percent wealth neutral revenues which would 

allow the state to equalize P.L. 81-874 monies in its school funding 

formula. 

In order to meet the federal criteria at the present level of school 
I 

funding, Montana would need to convert 20 percent of public school 

revenues from non-neutral to' wealth neutral revenues. Expressed in 

dollars, this 20 percent would amount to $94.5 million for fiscal 1988. P.L. 

81-874 monies could contribute $23 million toward this conversion, leaving 

$71.5 million to be converted from unequalized to equalized revenues. The 
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percentage of wealth neutral dollars could be increased through an 

increase in the foundation program guarantee or through a guaranteed 

revenue base, where an equal effort results in an equal yield. 

CONCLUSION 

"- At- the present time, the State of Montana receives approximately $23 

million annually of federal impact aid under P.L. 81-874. These funds 

could be counted as local resources under the state's equalization aid 

formul~ if the state's school finance system could pass one of two tests. 
~ 

The expenditure disparity tests requires that, after educationally relevant 

cost differentials have been accounted for, the variation among school 

districts in per pupil expenditures for operation and maintenance be no 

greater than 25 percent. The wealth neutrality test requires that no less 

than 85 percent of public school revebues be wealth neutral. Montana's 

present school funding system fans both of these tests. 

Using fiscal 1988 budget data, the variation in per pupil expenditures 

exceeds 25 percent for all school size groupings except the 12 high school 

districts with more than 600 ANB. Under a scenario where district 

expenditures c~uld vary by no more than 12.5 percent above and below 

the expenditure level of the 50th student percentile for the district's size 

category, the state would pass the expenditure disparity test. The net 

effect of such a scenario would be to increase expenditures for 147 school 

districts and reduce expenditures for 178 school districts. Of the 58 

elementa.ry and secondary districts that receive more than $100 of P. L. 

81-874 monies per pupil, 35 districts would experience a reduction in 

general ~fund expenditures per student, 17 districts would experience no 

change, "and 6 districts would experience an increase. The net effect for 
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P.L. 81-874 recipients would be a $14.9 million reduction in general fund 

expenditures. 

When' evaluated in terms of wealth neutrality, Montana does not meet 

the federal criteria. Approximately 65 percent of Montana's public school 

expenditures are wealth neutral. The state would need to convert another 

20 percent of its school revenues to wealth neutral to qualify under the 

federal test. For fiscal 1988, this 20 percent amounts to $94.5 million. 

Under a new funding system, if Montana meets the 85 percent criteria, the 

state's P. L. 81-874 allotment could b' converted from non-neutral to 

wealth -neutral revenues. 

The legislature has many options in equalizing P .. L. 81-874' m~nies. 

Even if the legislature designs a funding system which meets the federal 

equalization criteria, it may choose to count all or none of these funds as 
i 

local resources. In addition, the legislature may choose to develop 'an 

"educationally relevant" weighting factor which recognizes the special 

needs of students living on reservations. The fiscal impact on school 

districts of equalizing P.L. 81-874 monies will depend on the. funding 

system <that is designed by the legislature and the special needs that are 

determined to warrant increased funding. 

MQ1:bb:pI874 
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Appendix A 
Effect of Limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

• Fiscal 1988 General Fund Budget Oat • 

- GENERAL GEN FUND 
FUND SPECIAL PER ANB CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET EDUCATION IH/O SE) PER ANB CHANGE 

Garfield E BENZIEN ELEH 9 $20,158 $2.240 $1,288 $1l,594 
Carter E RIDGE ELEH 9 $20,158 $2,240 $1,288 0(' .$1l,594 
Phillips E SECOND CRK ELEH 9 $25,456 $3,298 $2,462 $1,066 $9,594 
Blaine E N HARLEH COLONY 8 $31,705 $11,547 $2,520 $1,008 $8,066 
Carter E ALBION ELEH 8 $22,658 $2,832 $696 $5,566 
Garfield E ROSS ELEH 7 $25,383 $5,225 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Custer E S H-FOSTER CRK E 7 $20,158 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Powder River E POHDERVILLE EL 7 $20,158 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Custer E GARLAND ELEM 7 $22,900 $2,742 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Sanders E CAHAS PRAIRIE EL 7 $20,158 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Custer E THIN BUTTES EL 7 $23,524 $3,366 $2,880 $648 $4,538 
Fergus E COTIot+«X>D ELEH 7 $21,658 $3,094 $434 $3,038 
HcCone E PRAIRIE ELK ELEH 8 $25,553 $3,194 $334 $2,671 
Rosebud E ROCK SPRING ELEM 6 $20,158 $3,360 $168 $1,010 
Powder River E BIlLUP ELEM ~ 7 $25,341 $3,620 $D $0 
Phillips E SUN PRAIRIE ELEM 6 $22,155 $3,693 $0 $0 
Liberty E HHITLASH ELEH 8 $31,021 $3,878 $0 $0 
Chouteau E KNEES ELEM 9 $35,138 $3,904 $0 $0 
Chouteau E HARRICK ELEH 7 $29,866 $1,791 $4,011 $0 $0 
Powder River E BEAR CREEK ELEM 5 $20,158 $4,032 $0 $0 
Phillips E LANDUSKY ELEM 5 $20,158 $4,032 $0 $0 
Powder River E SO STACEY ELEM 5 $20,158 $4,032 $0 $0 
Blaine E COH ISLAND TRAIL 5 $20,158 $4,032 $0 $0 
Fergus E SPRING CRK COLON 5 $20,158 $4,D32 $0 $0 
Chouteau E BENTON LAKE EL 9 $37,915 $1,611 $4,034 $0 $0 
Hill E DAVEY ELEH 9 $39,953 $2,020 $4,215 $0 $0 
Carter E .JOHNSTON ELEH 5 $21,340 $4,268 $0 $0 
Fergus E KING COLONY EL 5 $21,658 $4 r332 $0 $0 
Beaverhead E POLARIS ELEH 5 $21,747 $4,349 $0 $0 
Dawson E UPPER CRACKERBOX 5 $24,000 $4,800 1 $264) ($1,320 ) 
Garfield E SAND SPRINGS EL 4 $20,158 $5,040 ( $504) ($2,014 ) 
Garfield E FLAT CREEK ELEM 4 $20,158 $5,040 ($504 ) ($2,014) 
Custer E TRAIL CREEK EL 4 $20,367 $5,On '$556 ) ($2,223) 
HheaUand E Tl«) DOT ELEH 6 $30,720 $5,120 ($584 ) ($3,504 ) 
McCone E SOlITHVIEH ELEH 6 U1,158 $5,193 ($657) ($3,942) 
Sweet Grass E BRIDGE ELEM 5 $26,434 $5,287 ($751 ) ($3,754 ) 
Fergus E HAlDEN ELEH 6 U2,008 $5,335 ($799) ($4,792 ) 
Fergus E HILGER ELEM 5 $28,158 $5,632 ($1,096 ) ($5,478) 
Toole E NICKOL ELEM 4 $22,800 $5,700 ($1,164) ($4,656) 
Chouteau E lOHA ELEM 8 $49,669 $1,969 $5,963 ($1,427 ) ($1l,412 ) 
Chouteau E CARTER ELEH 8 $55,900 $4,491 $6,426 ($1,890 ) ($15,lZl ) 
Big Horn E SQUIRREL CRK ELE 9 $58,158 $6,462 1$1,926) ( $17,334) 
Mineral E SALTESE ELEM 4 $26,000 $6,500 1$1,964) ($7,856 ) 
Garfield E VAN NORHAN ElEM 5 $32,950 ~ $6,590 ($2,054 ) ($10,270 ) 
Garfield E CAT CREEK ElEM 3 $20,158 $6,719 ($2,183 ) ($6,550 ) 
Big Horn E BIG BEND ELEM 3 $20,158 $6,719 ($2,183 ) ($6,550 ) 
Garfield E KESTER ElEM 3 $20,158 $6,719 ($2,183 ) ($6,550) 
Garfield E SUTHRLNO-COULEE 6 $40,316 $6,719 ($2,183 ) ($13,100) 
Meagher E RINGLING ElEH 5 $33,625 $6,725 ($2,189) ($10,945) 
Fergus E AYERS ElEM 3 $22,458 $7,486 1$2,950) ($8,850 ) 
Fallon E FERTILE PRAIRIE. 5 $40,158 $8,032 ($3,496 ) ( $17,478) 
Park E COOKE CITY ELEM 0 
Yellowstone E YlSTN BOYS&GIRLS 0 $589,982 $69,377 
Richl.nd E THREE BUTTES EL 0 
lincoln E REXFORD ELEM 0 
Lake E ELMO ELEM 0 
Dawson E UNION ELEH 0 
Broaci4ater E CROH CREEK EL 0 

---------
Subtotal 312 ( $85,352) 

Garfield E BLACKFOOT ELEH 13 $26,341 $2,813 $1,810 $464 $6,034 
Park E SPRINGDALE ELEM 13 $24,956 $I ,428 $1,810 $464 $6,034 
tarter E ALZADA ElEH 12 $22,686 $1,890 $384 $4,603 
Garfield E BIG DRY CREEK EL 12 $22,686 $1,890 $384 $4,603 
Custer E S Y ELEM 12 $22,686 $1,890 $384 $4,603 
Custer E HHITNEY CRK EL 11 $21,843 $1,986 $288 $3,171 
Custer E MOON CREEK EL 11 $21,843 $1,986 $288 $3,171 



~h( A 
Effect of Limiting District Budgets toe 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

Fiscal 1988 General Fund Budget Dat. 

GENERAL GEN F~D 
FUND SPECIAL PER Ate CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT Ate BUDGET EDUCATION (H/O SE) PER Ate CHANGE 

GallaUn E PASS CREEK ELEH 10 $21 p001 $2 p100 $174 $1p739 " 
Garfield E PINE GROVE ELEH 10 U1 p001 U p100 $174 $1.739 
Powder River E HORKAN CRK ELEH 10 $21.379 $2.138 $136 $1.361 
Hill E· GILDFORD COLONY 13 $lO p371 $2 p340 $2.156 $118 $1.531 
Heagher E LENNEP ELEH 12 $25.950 $2pl63 $112 $1 p338 
Lincoln E SYLVANITE ELEH 17 $36.915 U.l71 $103 $1,743 
Gallatin E COTTotMJOD EL 12 $26,286 $2,190 $84 $1po02 
GallaUn E SPRINGHILL EL 12 $26,925 U,244 $30 $l63 
Lincoln E YAAK ELEH 16 $l8,904 $1,904 $2,313 $0 $0 
Park E RICHLAND HEH 12 $30 p650 $2,780 U,323 $0 $0 
Carbon E JACKSON ELEH 14 $33,042 $2,360 $0 $0 
Lake E VALLEY VIEW ELEH 14 $33,042 $2,360 $0 $0 
Gallatin E HALMBORG ELEM 10 $23.651 $2.365 $0 $0 
Hheatland E SHAHtfJT ELEM 12 $28.950 $2.413 $0 $0 
Blaine E LLOYD ELEM 10 $24.751 ~ $2,475 $0 $0 
Teton E PENDROY ELEM 16 $41p330 $2.583 $0 $0 
Gallatin E LOGAN ELEM 12 $31.186 $2,599 $0 $0 
Sweet Grass E HCLEOD ELEM 15 $40.000 $2.667 $0 $0 
Fergus E DEERFIELD ElEM 17 $47.572 $2,798 $0 $0 
Beaverhead E REICHLE ELEH 16 $45.409 $2,838 $0 $0 
Blaine E CLEVElAND ELEH 14 $41,159 $2,940 ($16 ) ($223' 
Cascade E DEEP CREEK ElEM 13 $40.333 $1,791 $2,965 ($41' ($530 ) 
Flathead E PLEASANT VALLEY 14 $42 p612 $3,044 ($120) ($1,676 ) 
Stillwater E HOLT ElEH 16 $48.727 $3,045 ($121 ) ($1,943) 
Fergus E BROOKS ELEH 14 $47,926 $5,011 $3,065 ($141 ) ($1.979 ) 
Carter E PINE HILL-PLAINV 15 $47.316 $3p154 ( $230) ($l p456 ) 
Lewis end Clark E CRAI~ ELEH 10 $l3 p903 $1,083 $3,282 ($358 , ($3 p580) 
Carbon E LUTHER ELEH 11 $36,373 $3,307 ( $383) ($4,209 f 
Sweet Grass E GREYCLIFF ELEM 13 $44,069 $3,390 ($466) ($6,057 
Dawson E BLOOHFIELD ELEH 15 $52,207 $3,480 ($556 ) ($8,347) 
Jefferson E BASIN ELEH 12 $44,843 $2,777 $3,506 ($582' ($6 p978) 
Liberty E LIBERTY ELEH 13 $48 p 258 $3,712 ($788 ) ($10,246' 
Custer E HKT-BASIN SPR CR 11 $44,182 $1,960 $3,838 ($914' ( $10,058' 
Carier E HAHHOND-BOX ElDE 10 $40,316 $4 p032 ($1,108) ($11,076 ) 
Lewis and Clark E WOLF CREEK ElEH 10 $46,924 $2,165 $4p476 ( $1,55z) ($15.519' 
Sheridan E HIAWATHA ElEM 17 $105,040 $2,953 $6,005 ($3,081) ($52,379) 
Richland E BRORSON ELEM 15 $102 p165 $6,811 ($3.887) ($58.305' 
Toole E KEVIN ElEM 15 $107.650 $7.177 ($4.253 ) ($63.790' 

----------" Subtotal 582 ($217 .314) 

Park E PINE CREEK ELEH 31 $55,704 $4,555 $1,650 $496 $15,377 
Beaverhead E WISE RIVER E LEH 37 $65.442 $1p769 $377 $13,960 
Glacier E SEVILLE ELEH 25 $47.983 $1,919 $227 -$5.667 
Lake E UPPER WEST SHORE 25 $47 p983 $1,919 $227 ·$5,667 
Garfield E COHAGEN ElEH 25 $47.983 $1,919 $227 $5.667 
Lincoln E HCCORHICK ELEH 29 $58.277 $1,799 $1.948 $198 $5,756 
Pondera E DUPUYER ElEH 34 $75,300 $8,647 $1,960 $186 $6,311 
Stillwater E FISHTAIL ElEH 37 $74.296 $2p008 $138 $5,106 
Powell E ElLISTON ElEM 30 $60.621 U,021 $125 $3,759 
Custer E COTTONHOOD El 21 $42.844 $2,040 $106 U,222 
Powell E HElHVIlLE ElEH 28 $57.566 $2.056 $90 $2.522 
Beaverhead E GRANT ElEH 28 $58.510 $2,090 $56 $1,578 
Teton E BYIU1 ElEH 27 $57,456 $2,128 $18 $486 
Powell E AVON ElEM 27 $58.732 $2,175 $0 $0 
Powell E OVANDO ELEM 27 $59,038 $2,187 $0 $0 
Lewis and Clark E TRINITY ELEM 26 $59,572 $lp083 $2,250 $0 $0 
Dawson E LlNDSAY ElEM 21 $48 p573 $2,313 $0 $0 
Sweet Grass E I1£LVIlLE ELEH 25 $59,319 $2,373 $0 $0 
Pondera E MIAMI ElEM 21 $49.873 $2,375 $0 $0 
BroacMater E TOSTON ELEH 20 $47,671 $2,384 $0 $0 
Silver Bow E HElROSE ELEM 31 $73,936 $2,385 $0 $0 
Powell E GOLD CREEK ElEM 21 $50,873 $2,423 to to 
Blaine E BEAR PAN ElEM 25 $61,317 $2 p453 $0 $0 
Granite, E HALL ElEM 31 $77,541 $2,501 $0 $0 
Hadison/ E ALDER ELEM 21 $53.035 U p525 $0 $0 
Missoula E ~ET ELEH 19 $59,384 $10,358 $2.580 $0 $0 
Stillwater E NYE ElEM 18 $47,790 $2.655 $0 $0 
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Appendix A 
Effect of limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

• Fiscal 1988 General Fund Budget Data 

GENERAL - GEN FWD 
FUND SPECIAL PER Ate CHANGE DISTRICT 

• CoutrrY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET EDUCATION (lVO SE) PER ANB CHANGE 

Lake E SHAN LAKE-SALMON 3D $90.105 $10.358 $2.658 $0 $D 
McCone E BROCKWAY ELEM 23 $61.325 $2.666 $0 $D 

I Beaverhead E JACKSON ElEM 19 $51.062 $2.687 $0 $0 
Lewis and Clark E AUCHARD CRK ElEM 20 $58.854 $4.207 $2.732 $0 $D 
Carbon E BOYD ElEM 19 $53.303 $2.805 ( $45) ($863 ) 
Yellowstone E HORIN ElEM 28 $78.994 $2.821 ($61 ) ($1.714 ) 
Teton E GOLDEN RIDGE ELE 20 $57,690 $2,885 ($125) ($2,490 ) 

I Powder River E BIDDLE ELEM 19 $54,818 $2,885 ( $125) ($2,378 ) 
Silver Bow E DIVIDE ELEM 19 $59.020 $3,106 ($346 ) ($6,580) 
Rosebud E BIRNEY ElEM 18 $56,000 $3,111 ( $351) ( $6,320) 
Powell E GARRISON ElEM 21 $67,571 $3.218 ( $458) ($9,611 ) 

I Gallatin E OPHIR ELEM 29 $93,370 $3,220 ( $460) ($13,330 ) 
Judith Basin E RAYNESFORD ELEM 19 $61,752 $3,250 ($490 ) ($9,312 ) 
Toole E GALATA ELEM 29 $99,800 $5,448 $3,254 ($494 ) ($14,312 ) 
Big Horn E COI'f1UNITY ELEM 20 $65,345 • $3,267 ( $507) ( $10,145) 
Prairie E FALLON ELEM 19 $63,890 $3,363 ($603 ) ( $11,450) 

I McCone E VIDA ELEM 23 $78,857 $3,429 ($669) ($15.377) 
Gallatin E HILLOH CREEK EL 31 $140,263 $6.987 $4,299 ($1,539) ($47,716 ) 
Musselshell E MUSSELSHELL ELEM 23 $109,308 $3,360 $4,606 ($I ,846) ($42,468 ) 
Carbon E EDGAR ELEM 18 $85,553 $4,753 ($1,993 ) ($35,873 ) 

I Rosebud E INGOMAR ELEM 18 $96,600 $5,367 ( $2,607) ($46,920 ) 
Valley E FT PECK ElEM 34 $223,285 $6,567 ($3,807 ) ($129,445 ) 
Powder River E BELLE CREEK EL 24 $159,826 $6,659 ( $3,899) ($93,586 ) 

----------
Slbtotal 1,233 ($425,813) 

Lincoln E FORTINE ElEM 75 $141,930 $1,892 $1.149 $86.145 
Park E ARROHHEAD ELEM 58 $119.995 $8,362 $1,925 $1.116 $64,745 
Gallatin E AHSTERDAH ELEM 55 $106.172 $1.930 $1.111 $61,083 
Custer E KINSEY ELEM 4B $96,737 $3,439 $1,944 $1,097 $52,670 
Flathead E HOlfflAIN BROOK E 50 $97,510 $1,950 $1.091 $54,540 
Flathead E BOORMAN ELEM 49 $95,731 $1.954 $1,087 $53,278 
Flathead E CRESTON ELEM 59 $137.480 $18,500 $2,017 $1,024 $60,439 
Gallatin E LA MOTTE ElEM 53 $109,563 $2,067 $974 $51.610 
Yellowstone E BLUE CREEK ElEM 98 $204,000 $2,082 $959 $94.018 
Dawson E DEER CREEK ElEM 44 $94,500 $2,148 $893 $39,304 
Beaverhead E HISDOM ElEM 46 $99,623 $2,166 $875 $40,263 
Teton E GREENFIELD ELEM 71 $157,788 $2,222 $819 $58,123 
Gallatin E ANDERSON .~LEM 95 $217,193 $4,299 $2,241 $800 $76.001 
Flathead E BATAVIA ELEM 75 $182,679 $14,353 $2,244 $797 $59,749 
Lincoln E TREGO ELEM 63 $142,798 $2,267 $774 $48,785 
Jefferson E CARDHELL ELEM 42 $102,121 $2,431 $610 $25,601 
Sanders E PARADISE ElEM 46 $112,703 $2,450 $591 $27,183 
Custer E KIRCHER ELEM 62 $169,515 $17,064 $2,4.59 $582 $36,021 
Blaine E ZURICH ElEM .54 $146,566 $10,372 $2,522 $519 $28,02D 
flathead E MARION ElEM 98 $276,000 $22,027 $2,592 $449 $44,045 
Flathead E DEER PARK ELEM 94 $260,551 $15,012 $2,612 $429 $40,315 
Carbon E ROBERTS ElEM 89 $250,853 $7,973 $2,729 $312 $27,769 
Park E HILSALL ElEM 95 $290,420 $29,254 $2,749 $292 $27,729 
Cascade E SUN RIVER ELEM 99 $299,999 $27,.568 $2,752 $289 $28,628 
Missoula E DESHET SCHOOL 85 $256,349 $17,264 $2,813 $228 $19,400 
Madison E HARRISON ELEM 58 $175,021 $4,437 $2,941 $100 $.5,794 
Beaverhead E LIMA ELEM 74 $2.50,319 $22,516 $3,078 $0 $0 
Flathead E HEST GLACIER ELE 54 $168,712 $3,124 $0 $0 
l'fleaUand E JUDITH GAP ELEM 77 $247,473 $5,892 $3,137 $0 $0 
Hissoula E POTOMAC ElEM 100 $365,014 $50,298 $3,147 $0 $0 
Richland E RAU ELEM 6.5 $209,293 $3,220 $0 $0 
Blaine E TURNER.ELEM 80 $275,212 $8,709 $3.331 . $0 $0 
Rosebud E ROSEBUD ELEM 84 $300,091 $18,723 $3,350 $0 $0 
Fergus E CRASS RANGE EL 67 $228,675 $3,651 $3,359 $0 $0 
Lewis and Clark E AUGUSTA ELEM 97 $340,382 $13,816 $3,367 $0 $0 
Stillwater E REEDPOINT ELEM 41 $138,710 $3,383 $0 $0 
Petroleum E HIN-IETT ELEM 74 $260.000 $7,700 $3,409 $0 $0 
Teton E POHER ELEM 94 $333,349 $12,286 $3,416 $0 $0 
Fergus E HINIFRED ELEH 93 $325,378 $3,893 $3,457 $0 $0 
Judith Basin E HOBSON ELEM 100 $355,859 $8,375 $3,475 $0 $0 
Valley E HINSDALE ELEM 65 $236,484 $9,634 $3,490 $0 $0 
Stillwater E RAPELJE ELEM 60 $217,573 $7,797 $3,496 $0 $0 
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Appendix A 
Effect of limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

Fiscal 1988 General FI.nd Budget ,Data 

- GENERAL GEN flkm 
fUND SPECIAL PER ANB CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET EDUCATION (H/OSEJ PER ANB CHANGE 

Golden Valley E LAVINA ELEH 53 $196,125 $9,529 $3,521 $0 $0 
Silver Bow E RAHSAY ELEH 96 $358,896 $16,531 $3,566 $0 

-t' -. $0 
Valley E LUSTRE ELEH 73 $276,509 $16,086 $3,567 $0 $0 
Musselshell E HELSTONE ELEH 78 $295,420 $14,285 $3,604 $0 $0 
Phillips E DODSON ELEH 99 $384,009 $21,026 $3,666 $0 $0 
Hissoula E SHAN VALLEY ELEH 62 $244,939 $17,264 $3,672 $0 $0 
Judith Basin E GEYSER ELEH 65 $249,017 $6,103 $3,737 $0 $0 
Hissoula E HOODHAN ELEH 51 $208,513 $17,264 U,750 $0 $0 
Yellowstone E ELYSIAN ELEH 63 $237,645 $3,772 $0 $0 
Sanders E TROUT CRK ELEH 73 $276,840 $3,792 $0 $0 
Yellowstone E BROADVIEH ELEH 88 $344,008 $7,882 $3,820 $0 $0 
Golden Valley E RYEGATE ELEH 63 $249,297 $7,996 $3,830 $0 $0 
fergus E HOORE ELEH 79 $314,781 $10,604 $3,850 $0 $0 
Teton E DUTTON ELEH 93 $373,831 $15,438 $3,854 $0 $0 
Sanders E DIXON ELEH • 49 $194,720 $3,974 ( $65) ($3,179) 
Daniels E flAXVILLE ELEH 65 $276,081 $14,939 $4,018 ( $109) 1$7,057) 
Pondera E BRADY ELEH 71 $306,536 $8,423 $4,199 ($290 ) ($20,574 ) 
Hill E COTTotKXlD ELEH 45 $189,241 $4,205 ($296 ) ($13,336) 
Phillips E SACO ELEH 80 U45,029 $3,112 $4,274 ( $365) ( $29,197) 
Roosevelt E fROID ELEH 81 $357,536 $8,811 $4,305 (U96 ) ($32,096 ) 
Chouteau E HIGHHOOD ELEH 86 $396,673 $25,237 $4,319 ($410 ) ($35~262 ) 
Glacier E E GLACIER PARK E 41 $185,000 $4,571 $4,401 ($492 ) ($20,160) 
fergus E ROY ELEH 44 $199,455 $5,562 $4,407 ($498) ($21,897 ) 
fallon E PLEVNA ELEH 93 $418,525 $7,079 $4,424 ($515 ) ($47,909) 
Hill E BLUE SKY ELEH 100 $460,911 $12,303 $4,486 ($577) ($57,708) 
Roosevelt E BROCKTON ELEH 94 $453,104 $21,050 $4,596 ($687) ($64,608) 

i Chout_u E GERALDINE ELEH 91 $479,635 $38,635 $4,846 ( $937) ($85,281) 
Sheridan E HESTBY ELEH 94 $473,454 $14,829 $4,879 ($970) ($91,179) 
Hill E K-G ELEH 69 $354,852 $6,120 $5,b54 ($1,145) ($79,011 ) 
Dawson E RICHEY ELEH 96 $493,684 $7,842 $5,061 ( $1,152) ($110,578) 
Phillips E HHITEHATER ELEH 62 $325,676 $1,992 $5,221 ($1,312 ) ($81,326 ) 
Daniels E PEERLESS ELEH 53 $302,222 $14,649 $5,426 ($1,s!7) ($80,396) 
Sheridan E OUTLOOK ELEH 54 $305,890 $6,150 $5,551 ($1,642) ($88,654 ) 
Richland E LAteERT ELEH 89 $519,947 $6,065 $5,774 ( $1,865) ( $165,981) 
Roosevelt E BAINVILLE ELEH 56 $363,296 $8,511 $6,335 ($2,426 ) ($135,881 ) 
Big Horn E PRYOR ELEH 70 $611,718 $24,973 $8,382 ($4,473) ($313,115) 
Big Horn E HYOLA ELEH 71 $649,072 $13,054 $8,958 ($5,049) ($358,479) 

----------
Subtotal 5,676 ($731,536) 

Flathead E HEST VALLEY EL 198 $382,142 $25,306 $1,802 $514 $101,732 
Yellowstone E INDEPENDENT ELEH 154 $280,739 $1,823 $493 $75,925 
Flathead E fAIR-HONT-EGAN E 118 $234,625 $15,207 $1,859 $457 $53,870 
Still_ter E PARK CITY ELEH 239 $474,794 $23,787 .. $1,887 $429 $102,517 
Madison E SHERIDAN ElEH 202 $408,373 $15,213 $1,946 $370 $74,672 
Flathead E CAYUSE PRAIRIE E 158 $327,251 $18,500 $1,954 $362 $57,177 
Yellows tone E ELDER GROVE ELEH 178 $350,764 $1,971 $345 $61,484 
Flathead E KILA ELEH 103 $222,101 $17,630 $1,985 $331 $34,077 
Flathead E SOMERS ElEH 279 $604,657 $41,970 $2,017 $299 $83,477 
Cascade E CENTERVILLE EL 221 $513,363 $67,173 $2,019 $297 $65,646 
Hissoula E CLINTON ELEH 251 $575,049 $57,093 $2,064 $252 $63,360 
Teton E fAIRfIELD ELEH 214 $520,087 $78,441 $2,064 $252 $53,978 
Ravalli E LONE ROCK ELEH 162 $335,351 $2,070 $246 $39,841 
Flathead E HELENA flATS EL 181 $392,958 $14,172 $2,093 $223 $40,410 
Yellowstone E CANYON CRK ELEH 217 $482,856 $28,515 $2,094 $222 $48,231 
lewis and Clark E KESSLER ELEH 249 $552,479 $29,426 $2,101 $215 $53,631 
Carbon E JOLIET ElEH 246 $548,106 $21,871 $2,139 $177 $43,501 
Yellowstone E PIONEER ELEH 102 $221,796 $2,174 $142 $14,436 
flathead E OLNEY-BISSEll El 103 $240,'J68 $15,859 $2,186 $130 $13,439 
Sanders E HOT SPRINGS ELEH 157 $389,210 $27,666 $2,303 $13 $2,068 
Pondera E VALIER ELEH 179 $440,000 $27,291 $2,306 $10 $1,855 
Lewis and Clark E LINCOLN ElEH 115 $280,313 U4,527 $2,311 $5 $554 
lfleaUand E HARLOHTON ELEH 204 $498,660 $19,744 $2,348 $0 $0 
Jefferson E BOULDER ELEH 243 $630,524 $59,623 $2,349 $0 $0 
Stillwater E ABSAROKEE ELEH 216 $542,910 $32,828 $2,361 $0 $0 
Gallatin E MONfORTON EL 186 $473.499 $33,486 $2,366 $0 $0 
Gallatin E THREE fORKS EL 254 $6!i3.085 $50,397 $2,373 $0 $0 
Teton E CHOTEAU ElEH 294 $792,095 $80,118 $Z,4ZZ $0 $0 
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Appendix A 
Effect of Limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile .. fiscal 1988 General fund Budget Data 

. 
GENERAL GEN fll-lD 

;~ 

fUND SPECIAL PER Ate CHANGE DISTRICT ... cru-rry DISTRICT ANa BUDGET EDUCATION (1'1/0 SE) PER ANa CHANGE 

Ravalli E VICTOR ELEM 171 $439,044 - $17,654 $2,464 $0 $0 
Carbon E fROI1BERG ELEM 131 $340,850 $15,311 $2,4/?>5 $0 $D .. Liberty E CHESTER ELEM 230 $611,554 $37,916 $2,494 $0 $0 
Cascade E CASCADE ELEM 203 $523,132 $15,829 $2,499 $0 $0 
Gallatin E GALLATIN GTHY EL 130 $338,590 $13,192 $2,503 $0 so $0 
Prairie E TERRY ELEM 193 $529,026 $43,205 $2,517 $0 $0 -

,~ Cascade E ULM ELEM 101 $276,551 $21,536 $2,525 $0 $0 • Garfield E JORDAN ELEM 145 $377,718 $6,472 $2,560 $0 $0 
Fergus E DENTON ELEM 128 $343,678 $11,871 $2,592 $0 $0 
Cascade E fT SHAH-SIMMS EL 144 $419,065 $43,086 $2,611 $0 $0 

r~ Cascade E VAUGHN ElEM 158 $454,627 $37,485 $2,640 $0 $0 .. Richland E fAIRVIEH ELEM 291 $800,838 BO,549 $2,647 $0 $0 
Mineral E SUPERIOR ElEM 289 $835,568 $63,174 $2,673 $0 $0 
Cascade E BELT ElEM 208 $606,588 $48,484 $2,683 $0 $0 
Madison E 'tlUS ELEM 281 $788,383 $32,487 $2,690 $0 $0· .., ... flathead E SHAN RIVER EL 143 $408,537 $18,877 $2,725 $0 $0 
Granite E PHILIPSBURG EL 197 $564,160 $20,050 $2,762 $0 $0 
Granite E DRIJt1t1ONO ELEM 115 $327,931 $9,662 $2,768 $0 $0 
McCone E CIRClE ElEM 271 $798,326 $35,147 $2,816 $0 . ·$0 .. Heagher E HHT SULPHUR SPGS 223 $647,330 $16,371 $2,829 $0 $0 
Park E CLYDE PARK ElEM 101 $327,183 $40,608 $2,837 $0 $0 
Chouteau E BIG SANDY ElEM 212 $625,557 $16,892 $2,871 $0 $0 
Mineral E ST REGIS ElEM 126 $387,210 $24.534 $2.878 $0 $0 
Hadison E THIN BRIDGES ELE 151 $468,027 $27,461 $2,918 $0 $0 .. Lake E CHARLO ElEM 182 $546,762 $13,784 $2,928 $0 $0 
Treasure E HYSHAM ELEM 127 $372,151 $2,930 $0 $0 
Mineral E ALBERTON ElEM 157 $508,310 $40,678 $2,979 ($1) ($86 ) 
Sanders E NOXON ELEM 177 $552,2ltl , $23,610 $2,987 ($9) ( $1,525) 
Carbon E BRIDGER ELEM 164 $536,286 $33,436 $3,066 ( $88) ( $14,458) .. Daniels E SCOBEY ELEH 237 $740,791 $3,126 ( $148) ($35,OD5) 
Sheridan E MEDICINE LK EL 188 $604,327 $16,455 $3,127 ($149) ($28,008 ) 
Valley E NASHUA ELEM 141 $501,592 $53,601 $3,177 ( $199) ($28,093 ) 

L. 
Roosevelt E CULBERTSON ElEM 227 $749,397 $23,061 $3,200 ($222 ) ($50,330 ) 
Judith Basin E STANFORD ELEM 113 $387,915 $10,115 $3,343 ($365) ($41,286 ) 
Roosevelt E fRONTIER ElEH 132 $447,662 $5,142 $3,352 ($374 ) ($49,424 ) 
Ravalli E fLORENCE-CARLTON 166 $575,915 $16,400 $3,371 ($393 ) ( $65,1(7) 
Rosebud E ASHLAND ElEM 114 $408,574 $18,807 $3,419 ($441 ) ( $50,275) 
liissoula E SEELEY LAKE ELEM 180 $657,235 $38,298 $3,439 ($461) ($82,897) -

fill Toole E SUNBURST ELEH 183 $671,993 $31,066 $3,502 ($524 ) ($95,953) 
Powder River E BROADUS ELEH 229 $831,492 $26,071 $3,517 ( $539) ( $123,459) 
Carter E EKAlAKA ELEM 105 $385,222 $15,881 $3,518 ($540 ) ( $56,(51) 
Hibaux E HIBAUX ELEH 178 $681.010 $37,324 $3,616 ( $(38) .( $113,(02) 

1M Gallatin E H YELLOHSTONE EL 136 $545,535 $29,341 $3,796 ( $818) ($111,186 ) 
Jefferson E HONTANA CITY ElE 142 $5~,962 $12,992 $3,810 ($832) ($118,094 ) 
Richland E SAVAGE ELEM 122 $501,878 $10,791 $4,025 ($1,047) ($127,771 ) 
Valley E OPHEIH ElEH 103 $423,869 $4,115 ($1,137) ($117,135) 
Park E GARDINER ElEM 110 $491,726 $34,838 $4,154 ($1,176 ) ($129,308) 

II.- Liberty E ..I-I ELEM 101 $429,598 $8,338 $4,171 ($1,193 ) ($120,482) 
Carbon E BELfRY ELEH 109 $510,000 $20,973 $4,486 ($1,508) ($164,425 ) 
Hill E ROCK. Y BOY ELEM 272 $1,324,754 $57,391 $4,659 ( $1,(81) ($457,347) 
Rosebud E. LAME DEER ELEM 292 $1,573,038 $119.598 $4,978 ($2,000) ($583,864) .. rondera E HEART BUTTE ELEM 142 $781,153 $18,864 $5,368 ( $2,390) ($339,413 ) 
Blaine E HAYS-LODGE POLE 160 $962,822 $37,029 $5,786 ($2,808 ) ($449,313 ) 
Valley E fRAZER ELEH 119 $763,344 $21,625 $6,233 ($3,255) ($387,337) • 
Hill E BOX ELDER ELEM 107 $784,007 $26,656 $7,078 ($4,100 ) ($438,705 ) 

------------
iii Subtotal 14,680 ($3,294,717) 

lake E POLSON ELEM 965 $1,850,524 $115,084 $1,798 $406 $391,420 
Gallatin E MANHA n AN ELEH 328 $677,485 $66,372 $1,863 $341 $111,799 

III Yellowstone E SHEPHERD ElEH 430 $834,064 $32,402 $1,864 $340 $146,058 
BroacWa'ler E TOIflSEND ELEM 467 $945,953 $43,939 $1,932 $272 $127,254 . 
Flathead E EVERGREEN ELEM 777 $1,669,470 $165,841 $1,935 $269 $208,879 
Rilwalli E DARBY ELEM 413 $861,814 $54,479 $1,955 $249 $102,917 
Lewis .nd Clark E E HElENA ELEM 935 $1,934,382 $86,606 $1,976 $228 $212,964 

l1li Yellowstone E LAUREL ELEH 1,320 $2,824,554 $179,728 $2.004 $200 $264,454 
Ravalli E fLORENCE-CARLTON 428 $858,656 $2,006 $198 $84,656 
Ravalli E STEVENSVILLE EL 664 $1,395,176 $54,459 $2,019 $185 $122,139 
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Appendi)( A 
Effect of Limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 P.~t Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

Fiscal 1988 General Fund Budget Oat. 

~ 

GENERAL GEN FlN> 
F~D SPECIAL PER ANB CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET EDUCATION (H/O SE) PER Ate CHANGE 

Sweet Grass E BIG TIteER ElEH 367 $797,769 $55,227 $2,023 $181 $66,326" 
Hissoul. E TARGET RANGE ElE 426 $921,218 $53,172 $2,038 $166 $70,858 
Husselshell E ROUNDUP ElEH 504 $1 ,083,412 $52,169 $2,046 $158 $79,573 
Gallatin E BElGRADE ElEH 1,033 $2,313,847 $173,021 $2,07Z $132 $135,906 
Ravalli E CORVALLIS ElEH 573 $1,188,112 $2,073 $131 $74,780 
Lineoln E EUREKA ElEH 527 $1,196,000 $89,968 $2,099 $105 $55,476 
Ravalli E HAHIlTON ElEH 798 $1,803,692 $103,649 $2,130 $74 $58,749 
Sheridan E PlENTYHOOD ElEH 376 $862,963 $48,615 $2,166 $38 $14,356 
Flathead E HHITE FISH ElEH 1,113 $2,553,170 $122,346 $2,184 $20 $22,228 
lineoln E TROY ElEH 467 . $1,128,737 $104,469 $2,193· $11 $5,000 
Sanders E PLAINS ElEH 303 $740,149 $72,378 $2,204 $0 $41 
Flathead E BIGFORK ElEH 461 $1 ,072,019 $45,910 $2,226 $0 $0 
Beaverhead E DILLON ElEH 928 $2,181,907 $110,290 $2,232 $0 $0 
Richland E SIDNEY ElEH 1,211 $2,926,814 $212,164 $2,242 $0 $0 
Stillwater E COLUI1BUS ElEH 322 $807,370 $801,204 $2,258 $0 $0 
Phillips E HALTA ElEH 480 $1,167,090 $82,444 $2,260 $0 $0 
fergus E lEHISTOHN ElEH 1,056 $2,648,177 $250,116 $2,271 $0 $0 
Flathead E COLUMBIA fALLS E 1,567 $3,719,040 $138,450 $2,285 $0 $0 
Jefferson E HHITEHALL ElEH 350 $820.195 $18,280 $2.291 $0 $0 
Hissoula E LOlO ElEH 506 $1,273.559 $113.686 $2.292 $0 $0 
Dawson E GLENDIVE ElEH 1,265 $3,170.324 $256,170 $2,304 $0 $0 
Park E LIVINGSTON ElEH 993 $2,655.984 $318,010 $2.354 $0 $0 
lake E RONAN ElEH 984 $2,544,298 $220,057 $2,362 $0 $0 
Carbon E RED LODGE ELEH 340 $840,263 $33,075 $2,374 $0 $0 
Hissoula E HELLGATE ElEH 745 $1,916,898 $145,852 $2.377 $0 $0 
Custer E HILES CITY ELEH 1,362 $3,534,844 $282,041 $2,388 $0 $0 
Rosebud E FORSYTH ElEH 511 $1,290,473 $64,911 $2,398 $0 $0 
Hill E HAVRE ElEH 1,677 $4,350.015 $319,127 $2,404 $0 $Q 
Yellowstone E LOCKHOOD ElEH 1,168 $3,016,919 $200,810 $2,411 $0 $0 

._- Yellowstone E HUNTLEY PROJ ELE 472 $1,205,944 $65,989 $2,415 $0 $0 
Flathead E KALISPElL ElEH 2.148 $5,674,279 $484,337 $2,416 $0 $0 
Sanders E THOMPSON FAllS E 394 $1,035,225 $78,7Z3 $2,428 $0 $0 
Jefferson E CLANCY ElEH 336 $858,740 $30,313 $2.466 $0 $0 
Deer lodge E ANACONDA ElEH 1,143 $3,162,008 $305,248 $2.499 $0 $0 
Lincoln E LIBBY ElEH 1,493 $4,047,510 $291,973 $2,515 $0 $0 
Cascade E GREAT FALLS EL 8,124 $21 ,511 ,858 $1,047,077 $2.519 $0 $0 
Lewis and Clark E HELENA ElEH 4,685 $12,584 ,453 $751,536 $2,526 $0 $0 
Glacier E ClIT BANK ElEH 720 $1,973,348 $136,204 $2,552 $0 $0 
Hissoula E B~ER ElEH 376 $1,028,817 $65,596 $2,562 $0 $0 
Hissoula E HISSOULA ElEH 5,378 $14,893,349 $1,056,586 $2,573 $0 $0 
Roosevelt E HOlF POINT ElEH 716 $1,960,325 $116,282 $2,575 $0 $0 
Gallatin E BOZEHAN ElEH 2,668 $7,393.052 $497,166 $2,585 $0 $0 
Yellowstone E BILLINGS ElEH 10,249 $28,645,143 $2,134,985 $2,587 $0 $0 
Ponder. E CONRAD ElEH 508 $1,434,250 $99,716 $2,627 $0 ~ $0 
Powell E DEER lODGE ElEH 663 $1,921,558 $175,501 $2,634 $0 $0 
Lake E ST IGNATIUS ElEH 395 $1,074,7Z5 $29,279 $2,647 $0 $0 
Blaine E CHINOOK ElEH 311 $902,979 $33,750 $2,795 $0 $0 
Hissoula E FRENCHTOHN ElEH 510 $1,516,771 $46,157 $2,884 ( $50) ($25,274 ) 
Silver Bow E BUTTE ElEH 3,827 $12,125,087 $940,691 $2,922 ($88) ($338,678) 
Toole E SHELBY ElEH 451 $1,459,176 $93,936 $3,027 ($193 ) ($87,106 ) 
Valley E GlASGOH ElEH 728 $2,337,834 $102,834 $3,070 ($236 ) ($171,848 ) 
Chouteau E FT BENTON ElEH 337 $1,108,141 $71,299 $3,077 ($243 ) ($81,784) 
Big Horn E HARDIN ELEH 1,095 $4,021,700 $255,905 $3,439 ($605 ) ($662,565 ) 
Fallon E BAKER ElEH 432 $1,564,039 $71,630 $3,455 ($621 ) ($268,12]) 
Lake E ARLEE ElEH 320 $1,165,622 $41,640 $3,512 ($678) ($217,102) 
Rosebud E COLSTRIP ElEH 1,011 $3,858,647 $141,101 $3,677 ($843 ) ($852,371 ) 
Glacier E BROHNING ElEH 1,325 $5,750,000 $294,766 $4,117 1$1,283) ($1,700,184 ) 
Blaine E HARLEH ElEH 405 $1,730,156 $40,059 $4,173 ($1 ,339) ($542,327) 
Roosevelt E POPLAR ElE" 653 $2,670,508 $137,002 $4.186 ($1,352 ) ($882,904 ) 
Big Horn E LODGE GRASS ELEH 385 $1,841,422 $53,163 $4,645 ( $1,811) ($697,169) 

------------
Subtotal 81.398 ( $4,171,000) 

Stillwater HS REEDPOINT H S 19 $157,639 $8,297 $966 $18,358 
Fergus HS ROY H S 24 $254,058 $10,586 $0 $0 
Stillwater HS RAPELJE H S 21 $225,584 $10.742 $0 $0 
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GENERAL GEN FUND 

FUND SPECIAL PER ANB CHANGE DISTRICT • COUNTY DISTRICT Ate BUDGET EDUCATION (HID SE) PER ANB CHANGE 

Phillips HS WHITEHATER H S 20 $311,865 U5,593 ($3,684) ($73,685) ~ 

---------
I Subtotal 84 ($55,327) 

Hadison HS HARRISON H S 37 U73,617 $4,692 $2,095 $77,502 
Carbon HS ROBERTS H S 39 $219,922 $5,639 U,148 $44,771 
Gallatin HS HILLOH CREEK HS 30 $176,635 $5,888 $899 $26,975 

I Park HS HILSALL H S 38 $232,895 $6,129 $658 $25,011 
Hheatland HS .JUDITH GAP H S 28 $184,285 $6,582 $205 $5,751 
Golden Valley HS LAVINA H S 25 $167,622 $6,705 $82 $2,053 
Fergus HS HOORE H S 38 $256,276 $6,744 $43 $1,630 
Golden Valley HS RYEGATE H S 37 $260,601 $7,043 $0 $0 
Petroleum HS HI~TT H S 37 $265,000 $7,162 $0 $0 
Chouteau HS HIGHHOOO H S 37 $265,390 $7,173 $0 $0 
Fergus HS GRASS RANGE H S 36 $266,415 • $7,400 $0 $0 
Valley HS HINSOALE H S 34 $263,056 $7,737 $0 $0 
Phillips HS DODSON H S 39 $302,487 $7,756 $0 $0 
Pondera HS BRADY H S 29 $232,100 $8,003 $0 $0 
Blaine HS TURNER H S 33 $276,807 $9,060 $8,114 $0 $0 
Roosevelt HS FROID H S 39 $331,880 $8,510 $0 $0 
Daniels HS FLAXVILLE H S 26 $233,040 $8,963 ($237) ($6,164 ) 
Phillips HS SACO H S 39 $150,579 -$8,989 ($263 ) ( $10,265) 
Fergus HS HINIFRED H S 32 $293,898 $9,184 ( $458) ($14,666 ) 
Daniels HS PEERLESS H S 30 $302,292 nO,076 ($1,350) ($40,512) 
Sheridan HS OUTLOOK H S 25 $259,710 UO,388 ($1,662 ) ($41,560 ) 
Liberty HS .I-I HIGH SCHOOL 33 $353,690 $10,718 ($1,992 ) ($65,732) 
Hill HS K-G HIGH SCHOOL 31 $159,798 $11,606 ($2,880) ($89,292 ) 
Fallon HS PLEVNA H S 27 $122,871 $11,958 ($3,232) ($87,268) , 
Richland HS LAteERT H S 37 $479,656 $12,964 ($4,238) ($156,794) 

----------
Subtotal 836 ($328,561 ) 

Ravalli HS VICTOR H S 85 $126,701 $17,466 $1,638 $1,158 $98,425 
Granite HS DRlH10ND H S 89 $343,802 $6,342 $1,792 $1,004 $89,384 
Cascade HS CENTERVILLE H S 89 $346,981 $1,899 $897 $79,863 
Park HS CLYDE PARK H S 75 $298,237 $1,976 $820 $61,463 
Sanders HS HOT SPRINGS H S 76 $311,712 $4,101 $695 $52,784 
Sanders HS NOXON H S 98 $425,252 $4,339 $457 $44,756 
La",e HS CHARLO H S 90 $408,905 $12,858 $4,401 $395 $35,593 
Hadison HS SHERIDAN H S 79 $355,250 $4,497 $299 $23,634 
Carbon HS JOLIET H S 94 $429,376 $4,568 $228 $21,448 
Lewis and Clark HS LINCOLN HIGH SCH 57 $260,683 $4,573 $223 $12,689 
Madison HS THIN BRIDGES H S 89 $414,252 $4,655 $141 $12,592 
Beaverhead HS LIMA H S 44 $204,823 $4,655 $141 $R,201 
Carter HS CARTER CO H S 88 $415,786 $4,725 $71 $6,262 
Garfield HS GARFIELD CO H S 88 $444,066 $23,798 $4,776 $20 $1,780 
Carbon HS BRIDGER H S 99 $510,821 $19,024 $4,968 $0 $0 
Pondera HS VALIER H S 86 $428,000 $4,977 $0 $0 
Judith Basin HS GEYSER H S 51 $254,941 $4,999 $0 $0 
Carbon HS FROHBERG H S 70 $351,167 $5,017 $0 $0 
Gallatin HS H YELLOHSTONE H 78 $421,861 $5,408 $0 $0 
Mineral HS ST REGIS H S 55 $300,173 $5,458 $0 $0 
Valley HS NASHUA H S 78 $450,962 $24,605 $5,466 $0 $0 
Hineral HS ALBERTON H S 63 $345,333 $5,481 $0 $0 
Yellows tone HS CUSTER ELEH 62 $352,276 $10,701 $5,509 $0 $0 
Judith Basin HS HOBSON H S 61 $146,724 $5,684 $0 $0 
Roosevelt HS CULBERTSON H S 74 $421,767 $5,700 $0 $0 
Treasure HS HYSHAM H S 63 $381,575 $20,691 $5,728 $0 $0 
fergus HS DENTON H S 46 $279,817 $6,083 $0 $0 
~sselshell HS HELSTONE H S 51 $313,502 U,147 $0 ,"0 
Teton HS POHER H S 46 $297,787 $6,474 ($308 ) ($14,151 ) 
Lewis and Clark HS AUGUSTA H S 44 $286,312 $6,507 ($341) ($15,008) 
Richland HS SAVAGE H S 68 $452,725 $6,658 ($492 ) ($33,437) 
Yellowstone HS CUSTER H S 45 $305,300 $6,784 ($618 ) ($27,830 ) 
Rosebud HS ROSEBUD H S 42 $287,968 $6,856 ($690) ($28,996 ) 
Chouteau HS GERALDINE H S 66 $453,724 $6,875 ( $709) ($46,768 ) 
Dawson HS RICHEY H S 60 $412,997 $6,883 ( $717) ($43,037) 
Judith Basin HS STANFORD H S 52 $162,080 $6,963 ($797) ($41,448) 
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Effect of Limiting District Budgets to • 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

Fiscal 1988 General FU"td Budget Dllt. 

~ 
GENERAL GEN F~D 
~D SPECIAL PER Ate CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT ANB BUDGET EDUCATlON IH/O SE) PER ANB CHANGE 

Roosevelt HS BAINVILLE H S 44 $316,000 $7,182 ~ ($1,016) ($44,696) 
Park HS GARDINER H S 86 $625,948 $7,278 ( $1,1121 ($95,(72 ) .. 
Yellowstone HS BROADVIEH H S 42 $317,662 $7,563 1$1,397) ($58,690) 
Sheridan HS HEDICINE LK H S 64 $485,487 $7,586 ($1,420) ($90,863) 
Teton HS DUTTON H S 44 $343,770 $7,813 ($1,647) ($72,466 ) 
Toole HS SlJeURST H S 81 $668,212 $8,250 ( $2,084) ($168,766 ) 
Sheridan HS HESTBY H S 53 $464,026 $8,755 ($2,589 ) ($137,228) 
Carbon HS BELFRY H S 42 $375,000 $8,929 ($2,763 ) ( $116,028) 
Valley HS OPHEIH H S 46 $414,015 $9,000 ($2 ,83ct) ($130,379) 
Blaine HS HAYS-LODGE POLE 76 $709,800 $16,519 $9.122 . ·1$2,956 ) ( $224,665) 
Roosevelt HS BROCKTON H S 43 $400,000 $9,302 ($3,136) ( $134,8(2) 
Hill HS BLUE SKY HIGH 45 $421,346 $9,363 ($3,197) ($143,876 ) 
Hill HS BOX ELDER H S 73 $762,303 $10,443 ($4,277) ( $312,185) 
Valley HS FRAZER H S 55 $584,210 $10,622 ($4,456 ) ($245,080 ) 
Big Horn HS PLENTY COUPS HS 58~ $805,500 $13,888 ($7,7221 ( $447,872) 

------------
Slbtotal 3,353 ($2,127,128 ) 

Sanders HS THOHPSON FALLS H 197 $622,699 $3,161 $426 $83,940 
Sanders HS PLAINS H S 179 $572,387 $3,198 $389 $69,686 
Stillwater HS PARK CITY H S 109 $353,979 $3,248 $339 $37,004 
Stillwater HS COLu-BUS H S 151 $511.972 $1,391 $196 $29.666 
Gallatin HS HANHATTAN H S 174 $599,362 $3,445 $142 $24,776 
Cascade HS SItflS H S 191 $714,254 $17,8;59 $1,541 $46 $8,702 
Cascade HS CASCADE H S 167 $640,443 $45,6116 $1,562 $25 $4,192 
Gallatin HS THREE FORKS H S 143 $520,609 $1,641 $0 $0 
Tlliton HS FAIRFIELD H S 145 $537,290 $3,705 $0 $0 
Hineral HS SUPERIOR H S 129 $491,821 $3,813 . $0 $0 
Stillwater HS ABSAROKEE H S 117 $446,453 $3,816 $0 $0 
Teton HS CHOTEAU H S 181 $705,661 $3.899 $0 $0 
Richland HS FAIRVIEH H S 187 $731,366 $3,911 $0 $0 
Carbon HS RED LODGE H S 151 $616,265 $24,6U $1,918 $0 $0 
Lake HS ST IGNATIUS H S 168 $676,200 $14,617 $3,938 $0 $0 
Blaine HS CHINOOK H S 188 $792,563 $21,9EI5 $4,099 $0 $0 
Prairie HS TERRY H S 119 $493,208 $4,145 $0 $0 
HcCone HS CIRCLE H S 161 $691,791 $17,03;3 $4,191 $0 $0 
Cascade HS BELT H S 116 $510,673 $21,6~'4 $4,216 $0 $0 
Lake HS ARLEE H S 132 $559,285 $4,237 $0 $0 
Gl'.anite HS GRANITE H S 102 $457,596 $22,8049 $4,262 $0 $0 
Sheridan HS PLENTYHOOD H S 161 $708,907 $4,403 $0 $0 
Heagher HS WHT SULPHUR SPGS 118 $520,870 $4,414 $0 $0 
Hadison HS E....aS H S 120 $551,676 $4,597 $0 $0 
~.Uand HS HARLOHTON H S 104 $478,945 $4,605 $0 $0 
Powder River HS PONDER RVR CO 01 165 $785,877 $18,067 $fI,653 ($42 ) ($6,995) 
Chouteau HS BIG SANDY H S 118 $594,907 $33,5'J1 $4,757 1 $146) ($17,218) 
Wibaux HS WIBAUX H S 103 $502,194 $4,876 ( $2(5) 1$27,261) 
Toole HS SHELBY H S 199 $1,078,191 $15,002 $5,343 ($732 ) ($145,600 ) 
Chouteau HS FT BENTON H S 157 $857,678 $5,463 ($852) ($133,751 ) 
Liberty HS CHESTER H S 105 $596,292 $5,679 ($1,068 ) ($112,137J 
Daniels HS SCOBEY H S 108 $658,673 $29,614 $5,825 ($1,214) ($131,071 ) 
Blaine HS HARLEM H S 129 $858,025 $16,877 $6,521 ($1 ,910) ($246,329 ) 
Big Hom HS LODGE GRASS H S 150 $1,393,230 $23,815 $9,129 ( $4,518) ($677,765 ) 

------------
Subtotal 4,944 '$1,240,161 ) 

Ravalli HS CORVALLIS H S 298 $688,617 $2,311 $778 $231,905 
Yellowstone HS SHEPHERD H S 276 $760,818 $17,517 $2,621 $468 $129,263 
·Ravalli HS DARBY H S 218 $650,688 $17,33,9 $2,905 $184 $40,052 
Jefferson HS WHITEHALL H S 233 $709,469 $l9,08'~ $2,963 $126 $29,352 
Broad.r.lter HS BROADWATER CO HS 236 $752,342 $22,77.1 $3,091 $0 $0 
Lincoln HS LINCOLN CO H S 267 $917,036 $83,85!5 $1,121 $0 $0. 
Yellowstone HS H~LEY PROJ HS 226 $711.489 $1,148 $0 $0 
ttJsselsheU HS ROlkIDUP H S 246 $850,018 $46,56;~ $3,266 $0 $0 
Sweet Grass HS SHEET GRASS CO H 201 $737,317 $27,881) $3,530 $0 $0 
Rosebud HS FORSYTH H S 227 $850,776 $22,23" $3,650 $0 $0 
Jefferson HS JEfFERSON H S 208 $774,426 n,723 $0 $0 
Lincoln HS TROY H S 209 $820,995 $28,928 $1.790 $0 $0 
Phillips HS HALTA H S 234 $932,877 $3,987 1$16) 1$3.6(3) 
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Appendix A 
Effect of Limiting District 8udgets to a 12.5 Percent Variation Around the 50th Percentile 

Fiscal 1988 Gene ... l Ft.nd Budget Data 

GENERAL GEN Fu-ID 
Fu.m SPECIAL PER Ate CHANGE DISTRICT 

COUNTY DISTRICT ANB 8UDGET EDUCATION (WO SE) PER ANB CHANGE 

Ponda ... HS CONRAD H S 233 $967,826 $17,744 $4,078 ($107 ) ($24,839) 
Glacier HS CUT BAtt( H S 300 $1,340,050 $18,350 $4,406 ~'$435) ( $130,400) 
Hissoula HS FRENCHT~ H S 224 $1,178,513 $10,605 $5,214 ($1,243 ) ($278,404 ) 
Fallon HS BAKER H S 201 $1,382,302 $20,937 $6,773 ($2,802 ) ($563,194) 
Roosevelt HS POPLAR H S 213 $1,891,627 $8,881 ($4,910 ) ( $1 ,045,804 ) 8-

------------
Subtotal 4,250 ($1,615,732) 

Ravalli HS HAMILTON H S 482 $1,204,956 $51,568 $2,393 $309 $148,976 
Fergus HS FERGUS H S 526 $1,283,182 $2,440 $262 $138,070 
Ravalli HS STEVENSVILLE HS 383 $1,019.074 $70.271 $2,477 $225 $86,063 
Lake HS POLSON H S 419 $1,198,892 $28,991 $2,792 $0 $0 
Yellowstone HS LAUREL H S 556 $1 ,615,961 $61,233 $2,796 $0 $0 
Lake HS RONAN H S 395 $1,146,262 $2,902 $0 $0 
Flathead HS BIGFORK~ S 308 $942,245 $18,950 $2,998 $0 $0 ~ 

Flathead HS WHITEFISH H S 569 $1,784,149 $73,201 n,007 $0 $0 
Gallatin HS 8ELGRADE H S 402 $1,314,634 $89,295 $3,048 $0 $0 
Park HS PARK H S 529 $1,733,531 $99,791 n,088 $0 $0 
Richland HS SIDNEY H S 486 $1,530,522 n,149 $0 $0 
Powell HS PDHELL CO H S 323 $1,112,305 $47,757 $3,296 $0 $0 
8eaverhead HS BEAVERHEAD CO HS 413 $1,452,394 $29,781 $3,445 $0 $0 
Roosevelt HS HaLF POINT H S 326 $1,236,262 n,792 ( $318) ($103,738) 
Dawson HS DAHSON CO H S 592 $2,435,772 $113,203 n,923 ($449) ($265,961 ) 
VaUey HS GLASGOH H S 346 $1,561,634 $26,634 $4,436 ($962) ($332,996 ) 
Rosebud HS COLSTRIP H S 466 $2,243,843 $75,009 $4,654 1$1,180) ( $549,950) 
Big Horn HS HARDIN H S 417 $2,263,177 $67,022 $5,267 ( $1,793) ( $747,497) 
Glacier HS BRDHNING H S 436 $2,800,000 $98,112 $6,197 ($2,723) ($1,187,224) 

------------
Subtotal 8,374 ($2,814,257J 

Yellowstone HS BILLINGS H S 5,258 $15,813,901 $1,146,470 $2,790 $0 fO 
Flathead HS FLATHEAD H S 2,245 $6,775,000 $215,178 $2,922 $0 $0 
Deer Lodge HS ANACONDA H S 631 $2,097,836 $190,002 $3,024 $0 $0 
Custer HS CUSTER CO H S 743 $2,368,261 $102,734 $3,049 $0 $0 
Cascade HS GREAT FALLS H S 3,825 $12,830,472 $1,032,030 $3,085 $0 $0 
Lincoln HS LIBBY H S 754 $2,49h513 $126,711 $3,136 $0 $0 
Flathead HS COLUMBIA FALLS H 721 $2,379,461 $105,190 $3,154 $0 $0 
Hill HS HAVRE H S 732 $2,555,082 $166,926 $3,263 $0 $0 
Lewis and Clark HS HELENA H S 2,818 $9,871,628 $566,031 $3,302 $0 $0 
Gallatin HS BOZEHAN H S 1,380 $4,672,279 $109.369 $3.306 $0 $0 
Hissoula HS MISSOULA H S 3,619 $12,853.778 $866,060 $3,312 $0 $0 
Silver 80w HS BUTTE H S 1,814 $6.853,220 $611,302 $3,441 $0 _0 

Subtotal 24,540 .. $0 

Net Change Statewide ( $17,106,898) 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

17 funds for all 
school costs: 
reserves for each 

county retirement 
levy, using lottery 
for equalization: 
(25-mill average) 

District levy for 
cOlllprehensive 
insurance: 
(5-mill average) 

Separate tuition 
account 

.--~ 

NO limit on total 
expenditures: 
FP schedules not 
based on actual 
costs 

6. Mandatory 4S-mill 
!£!I, collected at 
county (28 mills 
ele •• , 17 mills 
h.s.) 

7. Permissive levies 
for ele •• and h.s. 

BB 575, 
KADAS 

Only 2 budgeted 
funds: general, 
bldg./debt. 
Reserves for each 

Eliminate levy; 
retirement in GF: 
lottery $ to state 
equalization 

Insurance in GF, 
funded as part of 
FP 

No tuition charges: 
students counted in 
school attended. 
Attendance 
agreelllents 

FP schedules 
reflect FY 87 ave. 
expenditures per 
district size for 
all budgeted items 
but bldg./debt: 
voted cap at 117' 
of FP payment by 
1995 (FP-BS', 
voted-IS', 

Mandatory 103 mills 
for elem., 63 
lIIills, h.s. 
Substitutes for all 
nonvoted county/ 
district levies 
except bldg./debt. 

Eliminate 
perlllissive levy 

S~rf'TE EDUCATION 

r:::H'P'T i:O._~~~<"--,,,":::~=-_ 
D!\T~_~ - ! 1-8.'1 

SB 203 
NATHE 

SB T98 ~L!fj 
'''I' "". REGAN ~ ~-3 

Retain current 
funds except add 
comprehensive 
insurance to GF 

Separate fund but 
90' equalized with 
state levy: lottery 
$ to state 
equalization 

Included in GF as 
part of FP 

No tuition charges: 
students counted in 
school attended. 
Attendance 
agreements 

FP schedules 
reflect 10o, of FY 
88 GF expenditures. 
Voted cap at 117' 
of FP 

No change 

Eliminate 
permissive levy 

Retain current 
funds except 
add retirement 
and workers' 
COlllp. to GF 

Eliminate levy: 
retirement in 
GF: lottery $ 
to state 
equalization 

Retain as 
separate fund, 
but workers' 
COlllp. in GF 

NO change 

Study of 
proposed 
standards used 
as cost basis 
for new FP 
schedules: cap 
at 125' of FP 
(FP 80', voted 
20') 

No change 

Eliminate 
perlllissive levy 



. ( 8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

( 

12. 

13. 

Voted levies 
unlimited except 
for 1-105 

State revenue 
sources earmarked 
for FP 

county revenues 
received from 
federal forest 
funds, Taylor 
Grazing, motor 
vehicle, misc., 
used for county 
equalizat ion 

BB 575, 
KAnAS 

Voted levies 
limited to 117\ of 
FP plus transp. ~ 

spec. ed.: excluded 
from 1-105 

No change except 
add lottery 

No change 

PL 874· not counted .. PL 874 counted 
as resource for 
equalization 

General fund 
reserve limit of 
35': no penalty for 
exceeding limit 

FP structure ~ 
schedules based on 
school size 

under cap when 
state meets federal 
equity test 

20' limit on GP' 
reserve by FY 95 
except districts 
receiving no state 
equalization. 
Excess cash 
reappropriated or 
reverted to FP: 
appeal to OPI in 
special cases 

No change in 
categories: 
adjusted 216' to 
account for FY 87 
average costs 

2 

S8 203 
NA:L'BE 

Vot:ed levies 
limited to 117' of 
FPr excluded from 
1-105 

No change except 
add lottery 

No change 

No change 

20\ limit on GP' 
relilerve except 
districts receiving 
no state 
equalization 

NO change in 
categories, adjust 
$ a.ount by factors 
to reflect FY 88 GP' 
spending statewide: 
prclvide inflation 
index for automatic 
adjustment in 
future years 

S8 198 
REGAN 

Retain but cap ~ 

at 25' above I 
P'P by Py 94: 
phase-in limit 

~:i!ft~::!dlst i 
equalized by 
guarantee and 
recapture 

No change 
except add 
lottery 

No change 

PL 874 counted 
under cap when '" 
state meets i 
federal equity 
test 

No change 

New schedules 
w/teacher 
experience 
factors and new 
school size 
categories 

• 



14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Minimum ISO-day 
school year with no 
maximum; no limit 
on days creates 
disequi ty in FP 
payments 

Payments based on 
average number 
belonging (ARB is 
150,000, but actual 
pupils approx. 
130,000) 

Building/debt 
service 
not equalized 

Transportation 
program separate 

Special education 
separate 
appropriation: part 
of school general 
fund: separate 
accounting and OP! 
oversight 

Elementary and high 
school districts 
may be separate 

Current payment 
schedule is 5 times 
per year 

Additional 
components or 
issues 

BB 575, 
KADAS 

Funding is per 
student, not per 
days: see no. 15 

ARB redefined: ARB 
based on ave. of 6 
student counts per 
year 

Legislative interim 
study 

Transportation in 
GP. State funding 
of FY 90 costs
$30M. OP! & BPE 
study & distribute 
for FY 91: subject 
to expenditure cap 

No change but 
payment subject to 
expenditure cap 

No change 

12 monthly payments 
of at least 8' 

Adult educ. in GF: 
studies in No. 16 & 
17 

3 

SB 203 
NATHE 

No change 

No change 

No change 

NO change 

No change 

No change 

Monthly payments 
with 20' 1st month 

SB 19S 
REGAN 

No change 

Retain AND 
method for new 
schedules 

No change: 
study suggested 
in .B.JR 16 work 

No change: 
study suggested 
in .B.JR 16 work 

No change 

No change 

No change 

State guarantee 
of SlOO/AND for 
1st 10' above 
FP 



22. Phase in 

MS024 903SAMHM 

BB 575, 
KADAS 

Bffective for FY 91 
school year: cap in 
effect for FY 95: 
5-year grace period 
for limits on 
districts 

4 

SB 203 
NA~'HE ---

Bf:fecti ve for FY 90 
school year: cap in 
ef:fect for FY 95 

SB 198 
Rl!lGAH 

., . , I 
I 

4-year Phase-illl 
of expenditure 
cap, effective 
July 1, 1989 Ii 

• 



A 

AMEND S.B. 304 as follows: 

page 1, line 21, strike "at their discretion" 

This amendment is made because the words are 
redundant in that the entire section is 
permissive because it begins with "may". 



Page 2, lines 19 through 21, strike "that the 

:;~IF\TE EDUCATION l 
I 

~:~;Brr $;,r-'YA-I~~f=-------. ~ 
BILL rw. rJIf , ' I 

centers be granted 

AMEND SJR 6 as follows: 

the authori ty to award appropriate associate of applied science 

degrees" 

Page 3, strike lines 1 through 4. 

Page 3, strike "Be it further resolved" and capitalize "That" 

Page 3, after line 8 add BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Board 

of Regents be encouraged to provide through the vocational 

technical centers and the units of the university system, joint 

opportunities for students to have access to associate degrees in 

appropriate curriculum areas. 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, lines 6 and 7, strike "ALLOW THE VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 

CENTERS TO GRANT AN" and insert "PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE" 




